Comments from Professor Nick Burns:
John Ferguson has written an outstanding thesis on one of the most difficult and important
challenges of our time—how to produce an effective collaboration between the United States and
the People’s Republic of China on Climate Change.
John has taken a creative and novel approach in advocating Project Terra as a successor to the
2015 Paris Climate Change Agreement.
In developing the ideas at the foundation of this thesis over the past months, John has worked
tirelessly to produce a work that challenges conventional wisdom and thinks anew about how
these two countries might put aside their strategic competition for collaborative work on an issue
that is vital to the future of both and of the world beyond.
In reading the thesis and discussing it with John, I found his work to be original in its research
and themes and courageous in suggesting an entirely different approach than has been considered
by the two governments.
In researching and writing this thesis, John drew upon his deep and extensive knowledge of
modern China—its politics, economics, technological and social conditions. John is the most
impressive student I have taught in his understanding of China and in his commitment to build
even deeper knowledge as he considers professional and academic opportunities after graduating
from Harvard.
I believe this thesis deserves the highest grade and merits strong consideration for the Fletcher
Award.
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Regional Studies East Asia Program
Harvard University
Dear John,
On behalf of the Committee on Regional Studies-East Asia, I am pleased to inform you
that your MA thesis, entitled "PROJECT TERRA: U.S. -China-led Global Energy Diplomacy
for Climate Change '; has been awarded the 2022 Joseph Fletcher Memorial Award.
Congratulations!
This annual award was established in 1985 in honor of Joseph Fletcher, Professor of
Chinese and Inner Asian History, and a past chairman of the RSEA Committee. This honor
is given to a thesis that exemplifies the standards of excellence attained and encouraged
by Professor Fletcher.
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Your award will be announced at the Wednesday, May 25 Commencement Reception
and we hope that you will be joining us to celebrate both your award and graduation.
Once again, my warmest congratulations on receiving recognition for your hard work
in writing such an outstanding thesis! We are very proud of your academic
achievements during your RSEAjourney.
Sincerely yours,

Alexander Zahlten
Chair, Regional Studies East Asia
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Introduction
In 2015, Liu Zhenya, China’s State Grid Chairman was at the world’s premier energy conference in
Houston when he put forward a proposal for a globally interconnected electricity grid known as GEI
(Global Energy Interconnection).1 2 3 The plan is China’s ambitious vision to transition the world away
from fossil fuels to a global power network by 2050 that “harnesses Arctic winds and equatorial
sunlight.”4 Knitted together across vast distances by long-range transmission lines that use a technology
pioneered by State Grid known as UHVDC (ultra-high-voltage direct current), energy from large-scale
renewable power sources will be able to be shared across national and continental borders.5 For example,
excess solar energy on one continent could be captured and instantly transferred to a different continent
experiencing higher energy demand.
But since 2015, despite being added to the Belt and Road Initiative’s (BRI) framework and with the
backing of the Chinese government and even nominally, the United Nations, GEI has not developed to the
extent as China has expected. Liu Zhenya since stepping down as head of State Grid, now leads a
non-governmental international organization called GEIDCO (Global Energy Interconnection
Development and Cooperation Organization) that seeks to promote GEI internationally.6
The reason for its disappointing global reception thus far is that it’s a plan dominated by China and
doesn’t include ways for other countries to contribute, most notably, the United States. Unaddressed are
major questions over whether foreign governments would a) trust a Chinese company to lead
development of such a critical utility especially after the ongoing debates around Huawei, but also b) trust
any foreign company or country to lead the development of such an important and sensitive
interconnected energy network.
This capstone project proposes an alternative to GEI: Project Terra—named after both the latin term for
Earth (terra) and the scale of renewable energy this project proposes to integrate together (terawatts). The
project is a competitive, market-based system for hundreds of energy and technology companies to build
a globally interconnected renewable energy architecture across generation, storage, and transmission.
Just as the Paris Agreement was only possible after U.S.-China diplomatic efforts, Project Terra is
intended to be negotiated as a corollary to the Paris Agreement committing both Washington and Beijing
to using their diplomatic weight to lead the developed and developing countries of the world respectively
in a new kind of “energy diplomacy.” Technologically, the U.S. and China have led respectively—over
the past two decades—two fundamental and complementary revolutions in energy storage and energy
transmission that now make Project Terra technically feasible. Not only does Project Terra address the

1

GEI is translated in Chinese as 全球能源互联网
Sonal Patel, “China Rolls Out Proposal for Worldwide Grid,” POWER Magazine, February 25, 2016,
https://www.powermag.com/china-rolls-out-proposal-for-worldwide-grid/.
3
刘振亚, “全球能源互联网跨国跨洲互联研究及展望,” 中国电机工程学报 36, no. 19 (October 5, 2016),
https://doi.org/10.13334/j.0258-8013.pcsee.160788.
4
Brian Spegele, “China’s State Grid Envisions Global Wind-and-Sun Power Network,” WSJ Online, March 30, 2016,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-state-grid-envisions-global-wind-and-sun-power-network-1459348941.
5
Adam Minter, “China Wants to Power the World,” April 3, 2016,
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2016-04-03/china-s-state-grid-wants-to-power-the-whole-world.
6
GEIDCO is translated in Chinese as 全球能源互联网发展合作组织
2
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aforementioned concerns with GEI, but more importantly, it provides a pathway for the U.S. to regain a
leadership role in the world to help alleviate the climate crisis facing humanity.
The U.S. and China both have big ideas for how to solve climate change built atop each country’s
respective climate technology breakthrough—batteries for the U.S., UHVDC for China. Both sides have
also put forward a proposal for how to operationalize those technologies internationally: the Chinese
proposal envisions a global network of ultra-high transmission power lines tying together the world’s
renewable energy leveraging its state-capitalist system, while the American proposal (put forth by a
private company Tesla) conceptualizes megabatteries storing the world’s renewable energy by tapping
private sector innovation. Yet, exclusively relying on either American or Chinese proposals is
infeasible—technologically and politically. Therefore, Project Terra brings together the best of both
proposals: two differing philosophies from the East and West to address the global climate crisis.
The U.S. and China cannot undertake such a globally ambitious project alone. Thankfully, dozens of
different companies around the world are now capable of building high-voltage transmission lines as well
as mega-batteries. Thus, the project truly offers a role for every signatory to contribute in this corollary to
the Paris Agreement.
This capstone project is composed of three major sections:
1. The first section describes the diplomacy of Project Terra: co-opetition and energy diplomacy
2. The second section describes the technology of Project Terra: hydro/wind/solar (generation),
batteries (storage), and UHVDC (transmission)
3. The third section ties diplomacy and technology together for a blueprint of Project Terra
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U.S.-China Energy Diplomacy for Project Terra
This section will analyze the political and diplomatic context for Project Terra, beginning with a historical
background of U.S.-China climate diplomacy. Then it will turn toward the present with an analysis of
Chinese bureaucracy and culture domestically, outline the three present schools of thought surrounding
U.S.-China climate diplomacy. The section will end by selecting from these three schools the theoretical
framework of co-opetition—best suited for a new “energy diplomacy” between the United States and
China.
Historical Background of U.S.-China Climate Diplomacy
Pre-2007: Beginnings
U.S.-China climate engagement can be traced all the way back to Deng Xiaoping and economic reforms
that began in 1979 with a focus on long-term technological and scientific collaboration on climate
research and exchanging environmental delegations (particularly on nuclear fusion).7 Most of these
scientific partnerships were facilitated on the U.S. side by the U.S. Department of Energy, but partners on
the Chinese side ranged from the Chinese Academy of Sciences for the technical cooperative elements,
the State Development Planning Commission (SDPC) and later the renamed National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC) for policy dialogues, Chinese State Science and Technology Commission
(SSTC), China Development Bank, among other various ministries and provincial governments.8
Starting in 2006, the process of consolidating and centralizing climate cooperation across agencies in both
the U.S. and China began when U.S. Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson and Vice Premier Wu Yi initiated
the U.S.-China Strategic Economic Dialogue (SED)—a bi-annual, cabinet-level forum that—for the first
time—convened large numbers of cabinet secretaries and Chinese ministers.9 10
The driving force of change on the American side in the late 1990s and early 2000s was Vice President Al
Gore while Hank Paulson assumed a leadership role for the late 2000s.11 While the leadership is less
clearly demarcated on the Chinese side, Premier Li Peng and Wu Yi were Gore and Paulson’s formal
counterparts respectively.
2007 - 2008: Bush-Obama Transition
Near the tail-end of the Bush administration in Fall 2007, Xie Zhenhua (解振华), Vice-Chairman of the
NDRC made an overture by “expressing interest in a cooperative effort on carbon capture/storage and

7

当代中国史研究, “张静：邓小平与中美科技合作的开展（1977~1979年）,” 中国共产党新闻网,
2014年08月03日,
http://theory.people.com.cn/n/2014/0803/c83867-25392250.html.
8
Erica S. Downs, “The Chinese Energy Security Debate,” The China Quarterly, no. 177 (2004): 21–41, http://www.jstor.org/stable/20192303.
9
National Academy of Engineering et al., eds., “Appendix A: Timeline of U.S.-Chinese Cooperation on Clean Energy and Climate Change,” in
The Power of Renewables: Opportunities and Challenges for China and the United States (The National Academies, 2010), 205–15,
https://doi.org/10.17226/12987.
10
新华社, “第二次中美战略经济对话开幕 吴仪和保尔森主持,” 中央政府门户网站, 2007年05月 23日,
http://www.gov.cn/ztzl/zmdh/content_624302.htm.
11
“美国前副总统戈尔与IPCC获2007诺贝尔和平奖 遏制气候变暖成大赢家,” 綠色和平, 2007 年10月12日,
https://www.greenpeace.org.cn/al-gore-won-nobel-prize/.
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other technologies” with the United States.12 13 14 But in December 2007, the Global Financial Crisis put a
temporary hold on cooperation—preoccupying both nations with the overriding need to temporarily
prioritize economic and social stability amid global financial turmoil. As lead interlocutor on the
American side, Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson was fully preoccupied with the Global Financial Crisis.
While in China, massive economic stimulus pumped liquidity into “energy-intensive construction projects
and support for industries heavily dependent on fossil fuels while environmental regulations were
suspended to facilitate rapid spending.”15
Two secret meetings did take place in China responding to Xie’s overture, where a group of primarily
prospective Obama administration officials were sizing up the potential for a joint deal on U.S.-China
climate action. As one American participant put it: “if we’re elected, we’re going to take action. But first
we need to know what you can do.”16
When President Barack Obama did get elected though, and Xie visited the U.S. with a draft agreement,
the administration was still trying to figure out its own standing on climate issues and was without much
staff.17 18 Indeed it was premature to expect the Obama administration to enter into formal agreements so
early in its tenure.
2008 - 2012: Hiatus and setback
The next five years saw a series of setbacks on U.S.-China climate diplomacy which began with a chaotic
2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen where a series of diplomatic snubs
between the U.S. and China set an unproductive tone.
For the first time, developed and developing nations agreed (but were not legally obligated) to limit global
warming to no more than a 2 degree Celsius increase within the next decade and richer nations would
provide money to help poorer nations cope with climate change. Beijing, despite pledging to slow
emissions, refused to agree to an independent monitoring and verification system, instead volunteering
that it was “willing to share information about its emissions efforts with the appropriate international
bodies.”19 20

12

Suzanne Goldenberg, “China and US Held Secret Talks on Climate Change Deal,” The Guardian, May 18, 2009,
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/may/18/secret-us-china-emissions-talks.
13
“环保总局原局长解振华就任发改委副主任,” 央视国际, 2007年01月06日, http://news.cctv.com/china/20070106/100003.shtml.
14
“特别访问 发达国家工业化百年间分阶段出现、分阶段解决的环境问题，在我国短短20年集中出现 解振华 12年终于把‘冷板凳’坐
热,” 中国青年报, 2005年03月14日, http://zqb.cyol.com/content/2005-03/14/content_1048306.htm.
15
David Sandalow, “Guide to Chinese Climate Policy 2018” (Columbia SIPA Center on Global Energy Policy , July 2018),
https://energypolicy.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/pictures/Guide%20to%20Chinese%20Climate%20Policy%207-27-18.pdf.
16
Lisa Friedman, “Secret Meeting Between U.S. and China Broke New Ground on Climate Change,” The New York Times, May 20, 2009,
https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/cwire/2009/05/20/20climatewire-secret-meeting-between-china-and-us-official-12208.
html.
17
驻旧金山总领馆经商室, “国家发改委副主任解振华访问旧金山,” 中华人民共和国驻旧金山总领事馆经济 商务处, September 16, 2013,
http://sanfrancisco.mofcom.gov.cn/article/zxhz/tzwl/201310/20131000336868.shtml.
18
“国家发改委副主任解振华率团访问芝加哥,” 中华人民共和国驻芝加哥总领事馆, September 29, 2012,
http://www.chinaconsulatechicago.org/chn/xw/t975455.htm.
19
“温家宝总理在哥本哈根气候变化会议领导人会议上的讲话（全文）,” 新华网, December 19,2009,
http://www.ce.cn/xwzx/gnsz/szyw/200912/19/t20091219_20648800.shtml.
20
Chinese text: "中国政府确定减缓温室气体排放的目标是中国根据国情采取的自主行动，是对中国人民和全人类负责的，不附加任何
条件，不与任何国家的减排目标挂钩"
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Then, an 11th-hour U.S. proposal presented by Secretary Hillary Clinton put Beijing in a double bind to
agree to standards of “transparent verification” because if it did not, the U.S. would withdraw from a fund
for poor countries. As Secretary Clinton put it, “it’s hard to imagine this level of financial commitment…
without transparency. If there’s not a commitment to transparency, that’s a deal-breaker for us.”21 A fallout
ensued as the negotiations were left to Obama and Wen Jiabao to broker a political agreement over what
seemed like a quid pro quo: “money (from the U.S., Europe, and Japan), in exchange for accountability
(from China).”22 23
For the remainder of Clinton’s tenure as Secretary of State, the Copenhagen Summit foreshadowed the
lack of trust between both sides on the issue of climate. Despite the appointment of Todd Stern as special
U.S. Envoy for Climate Change and his close relationship with Xie, a risk-averse mentality set in for the
State Department as Clinton did not want to be associated with any major embarrassments or failures
before her inevitable run for the presidency.24 U.S.-China relations, in general, deteriorated during this
period with the final Chen Guangcheng episode erupting on the eve of the U.S.-China Strategic and
Economic Dialogue (S&ED) in Beijing.25 In a dramatic episode where a Chinese dissident escaped from
house arrest to the U.S. Embassy, a negotiated deal then allowed for the fourth and last S&ED dialogue
under Secretary Clinton to proceed, but left Beijing with an even more critical view of Secretary
Clinton—impairing any significant climate diplomacy until her term concluded in 2013.
2012 - 2016: Kerry replaces Clinton, Xi replaces Hu, lead up to Paris
But 2012-2013 could be considered a pivotal period for U.S.-China climate, not because of any
diplomacy between the two countries—but because of domestic developments in both countries
converging at the right place at the right time. In China, across a five-month period from November 2012
to March 2013, Xi Jinping fully replaced Hu Jintao with all three positions of power (Party, Military,
State).26 27 Meanwhile, in the U.S., Hillary Clinton ended her post as Secretary of State and John Kerry
took her place in February 2013. These two monumental political changes just weeks apart would prove
pivotal toward U.S.-China climate diplomacy, but one deeper societal change was also pushing China
toward a greater focus on sustainable development.
Three widely-reported large-scale environmental protests erupted within just months of each other in
Shifang (Sichuan), Qidong (Jiangsu), and Ningbo (Zhejiang) over the construction of large industrial
developments—leading many to consider 2012 the pivotal year for climate in China.28 29 The scale and
ferocity of these protests were unprecedented in China and all three were unusually successful at forcing
local officials to rush to cancel the projects and end the protests as quickly as possible, which brought to
21

David Corn, “In Copenhagen, U.S. vs. China,” The Atlantic, December 17, 2009,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2009/12/in-copenhagen-us-vs-china/307809/.
22
David Corn, “Deal-Or-No-Deal Time in Copenhagen,” Mother Jones, accessed September 13, 2021,
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2009/12/deal-or-no-deal-time-copenhagen/.
23
“新华社发温家宝哥本哈根斡旋内幕 反击西方指责,” 中国政府网, 2009年12月24日,
http://finance.sina.com.cn/g/20091224/23017151949.shtml.
24
“国家发改委解振华副主任和美国气候变化特使托德•斯特恩先生一行访问天津排放权交易所,” 天津排放权 交易所新闻中心,
October 21, 2010, https://www.chinatcx.com.cn/view/70.html.
25
刘杰, “美国政府应该向中国人民道歉,” 人民网-国际频道, May 4, 2012, https://world.huanqiu.com/article/9CaKrnJvhvF.
26
陈杰, “胡锦涛习近平出席中央军委扩大会议并发表重要讲话,” 新华网, 2012年11月17日,
http://www.xinhuanet.com/politics/2012-11/17/c_123965664.htm.
27
新华社, “习近平与胡锦涛握手,” 中央政府门户网站, 2013年03月17日, http://www.gov.cn/2013lh/content_2356099.htm.
28
Peng Tian, ed., China’s next Leader Looks to Soothe Environmental Angst (Royal Society of Chemistry, 2013),
https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/chinas-next-leader-looks-to-soothe-environmental-angst/5775.article.
29
王赐江, “王赐江：警惕环保类群体性事件高发势头,” 环球网, November 6, 2012, http://star.news.sohu.com/20121106/n356834370.shtml.
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the streets, in some cases, more than 10,000, many of them young students (also an unprecedented
phenomenon since Tiananmen in 1989).30 This was not the first time that such large-scale environmental
protests had occured—it was a trend that was merely building to a climax in 2012. According to Yang
Zhaofei, vice-chair of the Chinese society for Environmental Sciences, “the number of environmental
protests has increased by an average of 29% every year since 1996, while in 2011, the number of major
environmental incidents rose 120% alone.”31 Clearly, as Xi Jinping was assuming the mantle of
leadership, climate—as a result of domestic instability and unrest—became a top priority for the incoming
Chinese leader.
In 2013, the Chinese government also acknowledged for the first time the phenomenon of “cancer
villages” in an unusual public admission.32 33 The Weibo account of The Global Times even shared a map
of these “cancer villages.”34 Grassroots protests had been building for years in these so-called “locales
near chemical plants and factories whose residents suffer from high incidences of cancer.”35 36
“Prior to 2012, both officials and the public showed restraint,” but 2012 marked a shift and for the first
time, created social disorder.37 With social stability the overriding priority of Chinese officials at all times,
climate immediately shot to the top of the agenda for the incoming leader Xi Jinping.
Not long after President Obama’s inauguration, in February 2013, negotiations picked back up again
when Todd Stern “put in an exploratory phone call to counterpart Xie Zhenhua.”38 John Kerry, made a
visit to Asia as his first trip as U.S. Secretary of State, stopping by Beijing, where he broached the idea of
a joint statement on climate with many key figures in Chinese leadership including Xi Jinping.39 The
response was: “this is interesting, but [we are] not eager to pursue it.”40
After Xi Jinping had all-inclusive power over the party, military, and state the following month in
mid-March, Obama sent a private letter to Xi that brought up a range of subjects including climate.
Several months later in June, Xi would make his first visit to the U.S. as China’s leader and also his first
meeting with President Obama at Sunnylands for their famed “short sleeves summit.”41 There, they struck
a deal to limit emissions of hydrofluorocarbons, a class of chemicals thousands of times more harmful to
the climate than carbon.

30

Feng Jie, Wang Tao, and Feng Jie, “Officials Struggling to Respond to China’s Year of Environment Protests,” China Dialogue, December 6,
2012, https://chinadialogue.net/en/pollution/5438-officials-struggling-to-respond-to-china-s-year-of-environment-protests/.
31
Liu Jianqiang, “China’s New ‘Middle Class’ Environmental Protests - China Dialogue,” January 2, 2013,
https://chinadialogue.net/en/cities/5561-china-s-new-middle-class-environmental-protests/.
32
BBC News, “China Acknowledges ‘Cancer Villages,’” BBC, February 22, 2013, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-21545868.
33
石方军, “中国‘癌症村’的产生原因与治理现状研究*,” 中国卫生事业管理 36, no. 11 (November 2019).
34
Caitlin Dewey, “Chinese State Media Release a Map Showing the Spread of ‘cancer Villages,’” The Washington Post, February 22, 2013,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2013/02/22/chinese-state-media-releases-a-map-showing-the-spread-of-cancer
-villages/.
35
Michael Standaert, “As It Looks to Go Green, China Keeps a Tight Lid on Dissent,” Yale Environment 360, November 2, 2017,
https://e360.yale.edu/features/as-it-looks-to-go-green-china-keeps-a-tight-lid-on-dissent.
36
罗亚娟陈阿江 程鹏立, “癌症村”调查（环境与社会丛书）, ed. 冯春凤, 环境与社会丛书 (中国社会科学出版社, 2013),
http://www.csspw.com.cn/booksdetail_15923_2052357_0.jhtml.
37
Jianqiang, “China’s New ‘Middle Class’ Environmental Protests - China Dialogue.”
38
Jeff Goodell, “The Secret Deal to Save the Planet: Inside the High-Stakes Drama behind Obama’s China Climate Talks,” Rolling Stone,
December 9, 2014, https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/the-secret-deal-to-save-the-planet-57275/.
39
“美国国务卿克里访华,” 央视网, April 2013, http://news.cntv.cn/special/kelifanghua/.
40
Goodell, “The Secret Deal to Save the Planet: Inside the High-Stakes Drama behind Obama’s China Climate Talks.”
41
“回顾习近平历次访美 六次访问见证中美关系发展,” 中国新闻网, 2015年09月22日,
http://politics.people.com.cn/n/2015/0922/c1001-27619555.html.
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Another year-long lull set in—this time as the U.S. awaited to hear from its own Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) on the fate of the Clean Power Plan. The plan assigned every state a goal for
reducing carbon emissions to be accomplished how they saw fit, but with “the possibility of the EPA
stepping in if the state refused to submit a plan.”42 Formally announced by the EPA in June, this gave
cover for the Americans during the 6th round of meetings for the Strategic & Economic Dialogue
(S&ED) in Beijing.43 Despite the Clean Power Plan, the Chinese were still resistant. The Chinese said
they might be able to put a deal together, but the Americans would push harder. 44
In the first week of September 2014, Obama sent Xi a second letter.45 It was a focused 2-page proposal on
what could be delivered during the November Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum hosted
in Beijing emphasizing the joint presidential statement.46 At the end of the month, during the UN leaders’
summit in New York City, though Xi didn’t personally attend, Zhang Gaoli (张高丽), First Vice Premier
in charge of climate and energy, was asked to meet with Obama; Zhang told Obama that Xi had decided
to do the deal and that he wanted to announce it in Beijing around the time of the APEC Summit. 47 48
Though this was good news, many details were unresolved, like how strong the targets would be.49
One month later, Counselor to the President John Podesta and climate envoy Todd Stern met with Xie
Zhenhua and others at the NDRC where the Chinese finally put numbers on the table—numbers that were
ultimately cleared by the Standing Committee.50 China “had mentioned they’d set an internal goal of
generating 20% of the nation’s power from non-fossil fuel sources by 2030 (or building the equivalent of
the entire U.S. power system in 16 years) but were hesitant to go public with such an audacious
promise.”51
Ahead of the APEC Summit, Secretary Kerry opened his personal Boston home to State Councillor and
Director of the Central Foreign Affairs Commission Office Yang Jiechi for private meetings to build
greater momentum toward APEC through personal diplomacy. 52 Although many veteran diplomats in the
State Department were initially skeptical of this approach, which represented a significant break in
institutional tradition knowing that the Chinese historically have preferred structured frameworks for
communication like the S&ED, it would pay off soon.
In November 2014, Obama flew to Beijing for APEC without a deal. 53 Podesta told President Obama they
were close to an agreement, but they were still ironing out the language. The day before the Summit,
Podesta and Stern, together with Xie hammered out the remaining details with China agreeing to go
42

Brad Plumer, “How Obama’s Clean Power Plan Actually Works — a Step-by-Step Guide,” Vox, August 4, 2015,
https://www.vox.com/2015/8/4/9096903/clean-power-plan-explained.
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public with the 20% renewable goal, but on the condition that the distinction between the obligations of
the developed and developing world were clear.54 This phrase, “common but differentiated
responsibilities,” has since become the standard Chinese position. On November 12th, on the last day of
the summit, President Xi and President Obama stood together in the Great Hall of the People and
announced the targets in the U.S.-China Joint Presidential Statement, shocking the world, which until that
point had no knowledge of the talks.55 56 57
After years of resisting any attempt to be included in an international system of carbon targets, the
Chinese leadership made its first-ever commitment to stop its emissions from growing by 2030. While the
agreement reached by Xi and Obama needed no congressional ratification, such an “executive agreement”
makes Obama’s initiative vulnerable to Republican opposition, who at the time, controlled Congress.
The joint announcement was made during a backdrop of the APEC meeting—a conference of Pacific Rim
economies that “showcased China’s growing dominance in Asia but also the determination of the U.S.,
riding a resurgent economy, trying to strengthen its historical role as a Pacific power.”58
One year later, in December of 2015, the Paris Agreement was adopted by 196 parties with a collective
goal to “limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius, compared to
pre-industrial levels” by aiming to “reach global peaking of greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible
to achieve a climate neutral world by mid-century.”59 60 Hammered out over the course of two weeks, it
was historic because it a) united all the world’s nations—for the first time—in a single agreement on
climate change, and b) was legally binding. Of course, the U.S.-China joint statement was instrumental in
making Paris possible with most analysts in agreement that Paris would not have happened without the
U.S.-China pact, which had laid the requisite groundwork.61
2016 - 2020: Trump
After the election of President Donald Trump, a multi-year hiatus on climate ensued with the U.S.
withdrawal from the Paris Agreement in 2017, bringing U.S. climate progress and coordination with
China to a standstill.62 Obama had previously entered the U.S. into the agreement under international law
through executive authority; meanwhile, thousands of leaders nationwide stopped in to fill the void of
national climate leadership with city and state officials, business leaders, universities, and private citizens
spearheading thousands of disparate initiatives.
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Meanwhile China forged ahead on climate domestically and internationally. At home, in 2018, Xi
delivered a landmark speech at the National Conference on Environmental Protection—“Pushing China’s
Development of an Ecological Civilization to a New Stage.”63 Abroad, Xi bolstered China’s climate
leadership credentials in announcing his “dual carbon goals” at the 75th session of the UN General
Assembly in September of 2020: peaking emissions before 2030 and becoming carbon neutral by 2060.64
2020 - Present: Biden elected, Kerry-Xie return as envoys
In November 2020, President Joe Biden wins the U.S. presidential election, replacing President Trump
and quickly pushing the U.S. to “catch back up” on climate domestically and internationally to make up
for the progress lost during the Trump administration with a “whole-of-government” approach.
In addition to reversing a number of his predecessor’s actions which slashed environmental regulations
and emissions standards, President Biden sent a letter to the UN on his first day, formally signaling that
the U.S. would rejoin the Paris Agreement. But still, the President’s biggest ambitions for climate lie in
his domestic legislative agenda which has made climate a key pillar of infrastructure, jobs, and more.
John Kerry was tapped on November 23, 2020 for the new role of U.S. Presidential Climate Envoy and
roughly two months later, China reciprocated the idea and officially brought Xie Zhenhua back into
government to serve as John Kerry’s counterpart—officially “Special Representative for Climate Change
Affairs of China” (minister level).65
In March, China’s 14th Five-Year Plan (2021-2025) was released alongside its 2035 Long-Range
Objectives.66 While climate experts criticized the plan for its ambiguity with regard to the future of coal
and the absence of a much-anticipated “carbon cap,” the plan notably outlined a list of “construction
projects for the modern energy system” including the construction of eight large-scale clean energy
“bases” that use UHVDC links to deliver power from the renewable-energy-rich interior to the populous
coast (Figure 1). The word “energy” is mentioned six times more frequently than “climate” in the text,
demonstrating Beijing’s preoccupation with developing large-scale renewable energy generation and
transmission akin to its GEI. UHVDC and its development will be elaborated on further in subsequent
sections.
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Figure 1. China’s 14th Five-Year Plan Schematic diagram of large-scale clean energy base layout67 68
In mid-April 2021, John Kerry travelled to Shanghai to meet with Xie Zhenhua and First Vice Premier
Han Zheng, producing a joint statement laying out that “the United States and China are committed to
cooperating with each other and with other countries to tackle the climate crisis, which must be addressed
with the seriousness and urgency that it demands.”69 70
Less than a week later, the White House convened the (virtual) Leaders Climate Summit, attended by 40
world leaders including President Xi.71 Notably, after Biden invited Xi to attend the Leaders Climate
Summit, Beijing did not confirm Xi’s attendance until after Kerry had accepted an invitation from the
Chinese Ministry of Ecology and Environment (MEE) to meet his counterpart Xie Zhenhua in Shanghai.72
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Xie Zhenhua said that the U.S. and China may establish a joint working group on climate change in the
near future and revealed that both countries had “agreed to unveil their plans to achieve carbon neutrality
before the Conference of the Parties 26 (COP26) Glasgow Summit in November” this year.73 74
Both countries are mobilizing to bring ambitious targets to the UN Summit in Glasgow in November as
well as positioning for international climate leadership. Some diplomats and negotiators are calling on
China to bring their carbon neutrality goal a decade earlier from 2060 to 2050 in Glasgow. Climate Envoy
Kerry sought a public moratorium and formal announcement from China to end its support for coal-fired
power plants internationally on a subsequent trip to Tianjin in early September, but received a fiery
response from China’s all-star delegation: Xie Zhenhua, Han Zheng, Yang Jiechi, and Wang Yi. The
Foreign Minister Wang Yi dispatched a fiery response: “the U.S. side hopes that climate cooperation can
be an ‘oasis’ in China-U.S. relations, but if that ‘oasis’ is surrounded by desert, it will also become
desertified sooner or later.”75
Still, the two sides agreed to meet again before COP26 in November to discuss possible “joint initiatives”
like a U.S.-China Green Fund to support developing countries with their climate goals.76 In total, Kerry
and Xie have held 18 meetings since the start of the Biden administration, a sign that both are committed
to eventually striking a substantive bilateral deal.77
Chinese Bureaucracy, Culture, and its Implications for Climate Change
When two very different political systems—like that of the U.S. and China—are trying to coordinate on a
global problem at essentially two levels, diplomatic international and domestic enforcement, it’s
important that both sides proactively work to ensure that there is a direct and analogous match. This could
be termed, “parallel reciprocity”: enabling both parties to enact reciprocal agreements through parallel
structures. Normally this is a straightforward process of finding and tasking personnel from both sides
equal in rank and responsibility with negotiating an agreement, then attempting to approve that agreement
domestically. But the more differences that exist in the two political structures, the more ambiguity and
confusion there tends to be.
Fundamentally, the American and Chinese political systems are dominated by starkly different
conceptions of power. This capstone project posits that, while mindful of oversimplification, China is a
nation ruled by individuals while the U.S. is a nation ruled by law. Hank Paulson observed that in working
with the Chinese, the Chinese leadership are constantly “reinventing their entire economy, society, and
political system on the fly—adapting laws, regulations, and policy seemingly as they go.”78
With less institutional or historical precedent to guide decision makers, transformational and rapid change
puts individuals in charge of getting things done. The highest positions of authority in the Chinese
Communist Party of China—within the Central Committee, Politburo, and Standing Committee—are
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frequently elevated or demoted based on its perceived power in the ever-increasing rings of authority on
the basis of the office, but more often implicitly its officeholder. For example, the decision to remove the
highest party official in charge of judicial and domestic security structures (Central Political and Legal
Affairs Commission CPLAC) from the highest Standing Committee was made after it was deemed its
officeholder had managed to individually accrue too much power.79
The reality is that in China, as Chinese elite politics expert John Garnaut puts it, “communism did not
enjoy an immaculate conception,” but “rather it was grafted onto” a much stronger, and deeper
ideological system that held China together for millennia prior and continues to hold China together
today—“the classical Chinese dynastic system.”80 In this tradition, “when one loses political power, one
doesn’t just lose their job, one also likely loses their wealth, freedom, and potentially their life as well as
their entire extended family.”81
Thus, it’s no wonder why China’s political system is often considered a mystery to outsiders, but
especially Western nations who are accustomed to democracy—likely one of the most “forgiving” and
most “benevolent” forms of government for those who are not victorious in the political process.82
Such a winner-take-all system in China forces individuals to be the most important unit of decision
making rather than the office they hold. In absence of precedent and a solid legal framework for
institutionalization of precedent, law does not prescribe what decisions can and cannot be made by what
office-holder; people do, and often arbitrarily. Of course, there are exceptions and there exists a rich
debate on the topic of whether China’s experiment in consensus-driven decision-making has officially
ended under Xi Jinping, but at a macro-level, such a major divergence in long-established notions of
power suggests an implication to consider for international climate diplomacy between such different
forms of government: the structural mismatch in rank and portfolio.83 84
In the classical Chinese dynastic system where individuals rely on their networks of relationships to
govern—rank naturally becomes a more important indicator of power than one’s office or portfolio.85
Unlike in the Western tradition, China’s top leaders in the Politburo Standing Committee are all ranked in
a strict hierarchical order regardless of what portfolio one leader may oversee. For example, those leaders
in charge of ideology/theory (Wang Huning) and discipline (Zhao Leji) are ranked no. 5 and no. 6
respectively, but Liu He, the leader largely in charge of overseeing China’s economy along with a vast
number of other responsibilities in technology and finance is not even among the top 7 leaders, but sits
within the top 25.
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To emphasize how different this is than the Western system, this hypothetically in the U.S. would be an
explicit ranking of cabinet secretaries or senior aides based on the President’s appointment power and
preferences. The Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, and the National Security Advisor would all
have official rankings among the cabinet. While implicit biases might exist that dictate who possesses a
higher (informal) rank (and thus authority) which varies from administration to administration, there is no
such explicit ranking system in Western political culture. In the U.S., while one might think that this clear
lack of a ranking system creates the necessary ambiguity for individuals to become the core of
policymaking like in China, the portfolio of responsibilities seems to have a much greater weight than in
the Chinese system.
How does this structural difference impact the proper adjustment for an international negotiation on
climate to be more effective? The interlocutor from the Chinese side must be of a high-enough rank (and
thus, informal access to the top-ranked leader) even if that means a mismatch in assigned portfolios. On
the other hand in the U.S., the American interlocutor must be the highest ranking official that presides
over a particular portfolio—in this case climate.
Put another way, there does not necessarily need to be parity in the portfolios and position between the
American and Chinese counterparts—so long as the selected interlocutor is the most optimal for each
interlocutor’s domestic political system. One side should not create a position, then expect the other side
to create an analogous position to mirror the counterparty. Rather, both sides should find the “right
individual” in a pre-existing position that maximizes effectiveness.
Thus, while the creation of a “Special Climate Envoy” position in both countries may seem promising
from the outside—initially created by the American side, then mirrored on the Chinese side—upon closer
inspection, Xie Zhenhua does not even sit on the Central Committee (the top 205 leaders in China).
Moreover, Xie is subordinate to the Ministry of Ecology & Environment (MEE), whose top official (the
Minister) does not rank either among the top 205 leaders. When asked about John Kerry’s first visit to
China as climate envoy, the foreign ministry spokesperson made clear that Kerry was in Shanghai only at
the invitation of the MEE: “I’d like to refer you to the Ministry of Ecology and Environment. I don’t have
any information to offer.”86
Even further, the MEE is no longer the senior-most agency in charge of climate policy in China. While the
MEE as of writing still oversees the carbon market, emissions reporting, and international cooperation,
the NDRC has always been the primary actor in China driving efforts on climate in Beijing.87 Considered
by scholars to be a “mini State Council,” or “super ministry,” due to its wide mandate over
macroeconomic planning, the NDRC is responsible for domestic enforcement of any foreign climate deal.
Responsible for monitoring and adjusting the performance of the national economy, maintaining the
balance of economic aggregates, and optimizing major economic structures—the NDRC sets energy and
industrial policies including approving power projects/major construction projects/industrial structures
and deciding on subsidies—effectively putting it into the driver’s seat to induce the structural change
86
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domestically within China. Most crucially, though, the NDRC is responsible for drafting the five year
plans that guide China’s medium- to long-term economic and industrial development. The NDRC has
traditionally erred on the side of supporting industry over environmental concerns, but this is changing.
Under He Lifeng, the 13th Five-Year Plan was released with some analysts describing it as “the most
environmentally focused.”88 Winding down China’s dominant coal industry domestically and overseas
through China’s BRI remains a challenge, but likely only the NDRC has the authority to enact changes
that are surely to be unpopular with the SOEs and provincial governments which rely on coal production
largely in three provinces—Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, and Shaanxi.
The NDRC grew out of the State Planning Commission, a Soviet-era central planning entity in 1952.89
Moving through several incarnations over the decades, it lost influence in the 1980s as markets assumed a
greater role, but regained power in the 2000s with a broader portfolio of responsibilities “merging with
the State Council Office for Restructuring the Economic System (SCORES) and the State Economic and
Trade Commission (SETC).”90 The NDRC’s power peaked in 2009 when the Chinese government’s
stimulus package injected floods of capital into investment projects around the country—the most
significant of which were approved and coordinated by the NDRC. When Xi Jinping came into office, its
power was actually reduced and there was a brief hiatus when the government transferred its climate
change department and related responsibilities from the NDRC to the MEE, but this power has since been
restored in July 2021 with the bulk of the climate portfolio returning to the NDRC.91
The NDRC is run by He Lifeng (a member of the top 205), who reports directly to First (or Executive)
Vice Premier Han Zheng (ranked 7), who has been overseeing China’s climate and environment-related
initiatives in recent years as the de-facto day-to-day manager of the Chinese economy. In the West, his
position may be better understood as “Deputy Prime Minister” with the Prime Minister being Li Keqiang.
Han Zheng is also the head of the two critical organs for enforcement: 1) the Central Ecological and
Environmental Inspection Team (CEEIT) whose role is to ensure the implementation of environmental
regulations and administer discipline where necessary, and 2) a new high-level climate “leaders group”
designed to cut across sectors and regions.92 93 Such “leader groups” are a unique Chinese political
management method and working mechanism to deal with “top-level and urgent issues that require
coordination from various ministries.”94 95
A typical “leaders group” comprises the leaders, several departments, and an administrative organ in
charge of implementing decisions. The climate group in particular, has about 60 members, and it was
reported that the chiefs of at least 17 ministries attended including Finance, Science and Technology,
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MEE, People’s Bank of China (PBOC), Tax, Construction, Industry and Information Technology (MIIT),
Natural Resources, Transport, Commerce, Statistics, among others.96 He Lifeng chaired a follow-up
meeting after the plenary led by Han Zheng. Although unstated, it is assumed this leaders group will be
the highest governing body on climate work in China, situated at the very top. President Biden has
assembled an analogous cross-governmental group on climate called the National Climate Task Force
consisting of “Cabinet members and senior leadership from 17 federal agencies.”97
Ultimately, in studying China’s domestic governance system and enforcement mechanisms for climate, it
becomes clear that Xie Zhenhua is not the most ideal counterpart for John Kerry to achieve results. Xie
was not seen with Xi at the Leaders Summit on Climate hosted by the U.S. in April 2021. Accompanying
Xi instead were Ding Xuexiang (Chief of Staff), Yang Jiechi, Wang Yi, and He Lifeng. 98
It was the NDRC that Xie Zhenhua, Todd Stern, and John Podesta had to consult with in October of 2014
to “put numbers on the table.”99 And it was Xie Zhenhua, acting in his authority as Vice-Chairman of the
NDRC in Fall of 2007 when he floated ideas across to the U.S., but 15 years later, situated in an inferior
department with an inferior rank—it’s difficult to see how Xie can speak with the same authority.
Most decision-making at the highest levels of the Chinese government with regard to climate (and other
fields) are more dictated as a byproduct of the current stage of Chinese development than any formal
hierarchy. Individuals guide decision-making, not precedent or law. If one accepts this premise, more
high-level American diplomats might invest more time and energy into personal relationships with their
direct counterparties and others. After all, Chinese culture places a heavy emphasis on trust before
negotiating any terms, because without trust, negotiators are unlikely to share information about their true
interests and priorities necessary for any agreements.
Some of the most productive high-level talks between the U.S. and China have resulted from close
personal relationships. The close relationship between Hank Paulson and Vice President Wang Qishan
stretching back decades from Paulson’s days leading Goldman Sachs ensured Paulson’s investment bank
was the most favored partner in then-Guangdong Executive Vice Governor Wang Qishan’s bid to
restructure large inefficient SOEs. According to Hank Paulson, Wang was one of the few Chinese officials
who were seeking to integrate metrics on climate change together with metrics for standard economic
growth.100 When the decisive leadership change occurred with Xi replacing Hu Jintao in the top job in
2013, the new Chinese leader brought along with him, Wang Qishan as Vice Premier (and later after a
political reshuffle, retained as Vice President) who had advised Xi on climate early on.101
As a recap to this section, Figure 2 below lists the most relevant Chinese officials leading climate policy
and their affiliation listed throughout this section.
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Acronym

Organization Title

Key People

Rank/Title

-

Leading Small Group on
Peak Carbon and Carbon
Neutrality102
碳达峰碳中和工作领
导小组

Han Zheng 韩正

Chair/First Vice
Premier &
Politburo Member

CEEIT

Central Ecological and
Environmental
Inspection Team
中央生态环境监察组

Han Zheng 韩正

Chair/First Vice
Premier &
Politburo Member

NDRC

National Development
and Reform Commission
国家发展和改革委员
会

Zeng Peiyan 曾陪炎 (1998-2003)
Ma Kai 马凯 (2003-2008)
Zhang Ping 张平 (2008-2013)
Xu Shaoshi 徐绍史 (2013-2017)
He Lifeng 何立峰 (2017-present)

Chairman

CFAC

Central Foreign Affairs
Commission
中央外事工作委员会

Yang Jiechi 杨洁篪

CFAC Director &
Politburo Member

MFA

Ministry of Foreign
Affairs
外交部

Wang Yi 王毅

Foreign Minister &
State Councilor

SGCC

State Grid Corporation
of China
国家电网公司

Zhao Xizheng 赵希正 (2002-2004）
Liu Zhenya 刘振亚 (2004-2016)
Shu Yinbiao 舒印彪 (2016-2018)
Kou Wei 寇伟 (2018-2020)
Mao Weiming 毛伟明 (2020-2021）
Xin Baoan 辛保安 (2021-present)

Chairman

MEE

Ministry of Ecology and
the Environment
生态环境部

Huang Runqiu 黄润秋
Xie Zhenhua 解振华

Minister
Climate Envoy

Zhao Yingmin 赵英民

Vice Minister

Li Gao 李高

Director, Climate
Change Dept.

Jiang Zhaoli 蒋兆理

Vice Director,
Climate Change
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Liu He 刘鹤
Wang Yong 王勇
Wang Yi 王毅
He Lifeng 何立峰
Heads of almost all key ministries and
committees

Vice Premier
State Councilor
Foreign Minister
NDRC Chairman

Leading small groups (LSG), or 领导小组, are the highest-level coordination bodies formed on an ad-hoc basis to cut across the State Council,
CCP, and PLA
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Dept.
NCSC103

National Center for
Climate Change Strategy
and International
Cooperation
国家应对气候变化战
略研究和国际合作中
心

Xu Huaqing 徐华清

Director, Dept of
International Policy

SED
2006-08

Strategic Economic
Dialogue
战略经贸会谈

Wu Yi 吴仪
Wang Qishan 王岐山

Vice Premier
Vice Premier

S&ED
2009-17

Strategic and Economic
Dialogue
战略经贸会谈

Yang Jiechi 杨洁篪
Wang Yang 汪洋

State Councilor
Vice Premier

CED
2017-

Comprehensive
Economic Dialogue
中美全面经济对话

Wang Yang 汪洋

Vice Premier

Figure 2. Table of Major Positions in the Chinese Central Government regarding Climate Change
In summary, after the requisite historical background of U.S.-China climate engagement, and a
political/cultural analysis of the present-day apparatus of decision-making among China’s elite, the next
section will provide an analysis of the contemporary landscape of U.S.-China climate diplomacy
grounded in three dominant schools of thought.
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Three Schools of Thought on U.S.-China Climate Diplomacy
Building on the previous section of background on U.S.-China climate diplomacy, this section will now
turn toward an analysis of the three contemporary schools of thought held by Americans on how the
United States should engage with China on the issue of climate change: climate cooperation, climate
competition, and climate co-opetition. The section ends with an argument for why—of the three—climate
co-opetition is the best (and perhaps only) diplomatic framework available for implementing Project
Terra.
The First School: Climate Cooperation
The first school espouses the view that cooperation between the U.S. and China is not only productive for
the mitigation of climate change, but necessary to avoid global catastrophe; this is the mainstream view.
Most believe that the U.S.-China relationship should be “compartmentalized” so as to separate climate
change as a “standalone” issue in hopes that it will remain unaffected by other more competitive, or even
hostile, parts of the bilateral relationship.104 In his first speech as U.S. Secretary of State, Antony Blinken
outlined this approach articulating relations will be “competitive when it should be, collaborative when it
can be and adversarial when it must be.”105 Based on his public comments and writings, climate
cooperation appears to be the view of Climate Envoy John Kerry.
There are differences over exactly how this compartmentalization is achieved. U.S. National Security
Advisor Jake Sullivan and Coordinator for Indo-Pacific Affairs on the National Security Council Kurt
Campbell believe sequencing to be a critical factor. They write in their September/October 2019 Foreign
Affairs piece, Competition Without Catastrophe: How America Can Both Challenge and Coexist with
China.
“To get the balance between cooperation and competition right, Washington has to
consider the sequencing of each. The United States has historically sought to cooperate
first and compete second with China. Beijing, meanwhile, has become quite comfortable
competing first and cooperating second, linking—either explicitly or implicitly—offers
of cooperation to U.S. concessions in areas of strategic interest.”106
Thus, they argue, “eagerness can actually limit the scope for cooperation by making it a bargaining chip.
Although it may seem counterintuitive, competition is likely essential to effective cooperation with
Beijing.”107 They conclude the best approach is to “lead with competition, follow with offers of
cooperation, and refuse to negotiate any linkages between Chinese assistance on global challenges and
concessions on U.S. interests.”108
Upon taking up their roles in the Biden administration, the first high-level bilateral U.S.-China talks in
Anchorage, Alaska were viewed as the initial “testing ground” for compartmentalizing the bilateral
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relationship into competitive, collaborative, and adversarial components. The second major talks held by
Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman and Wang Yi in Tianjin four months later in July 2021 saw
another rebuke of this proposed framework. The New York Times wrote, “China seemed to slam the door
on the idea that the two countries could collaborate one day and clash the next.”109 The strongest rebuke
came during John Kerry’s second and most recent visit to Tianjin in early September 2021 where Wang Yi
flatly rejected the idea of compartmentalization.
The world will have a better understanding as to the viability of climate cooperation at the British-hosted
Conference of the Parties 26 (COP26) in Glasgow, Scotland this November whether “it is possible
simultaneously to compete for mastery of the world and to collaborate to save that world” as one climate
change reporter put it.110
The Second School: Climate Competition
The second school, on the other hand, believes that American cooperation with China on climate change
is neither necessary nor feasible for several reasons.
First and foremost, those who believe in the efficacy of competition are convinced that
compartmentalization is not likely to work how the “cooperation” school believes it will. Critics of
cooperation like former U.S. National Security Advisor John Bolton believe that practitioners of
cooperation will sacrifice valuable American core interests including national security priorities of greater
importance to our (near-term) national security.111 They believe it’s naïve for practitioners of the first
school to believe it will be easy (or possible) to “compartmentalize” climate change as a standalone issue
separate from the rest of the bilateral relationship. Indeed, they point out that Beijing’s top officials have
repeatedly and publicly rejected the American proposition that climate change will be treated as separate
and distinct from the rest of the relationship.
Biden’s officials have countered these assertions, clearly pushing back on the idea that seeking
cooperation with China on climate would not force the U.S. to compromise in other areas such as
territorial disputes and human rights.112 U.S. Climate Envoy John Kerry reiterates that the existing
contentious disagreements outside climate “will never be traded for anything that has to do with
climate.”113 Indeed four months later, Kerry seemed to back his statement when he told the House Foreign
Affairs Committee that “the Biden administration is considering sanctions over China’s alleged use of
forced labor in the production of solar panels and other components in renewable energy.”114 But it’s
difficult to reconcile these statements with contradictory rhetoric like “the stakes on climate change just
simply couldn’t be any higher than they are right now. It is existential.”115
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Comments from other U.S. officials involved in climate diplomacy reveal a similar inconsistency. John
Podesta says: “climate change changes defense posture, it changes foreign policy posture. It begins to
drive a lot of decision-making.”116 Later, he urged President Biden to “build a protected lane in which the
other issues don’t shut down the conversation on climate change.”117
Brookings Senior Fellow Thomas Wright sums it well when he outlines the following scenario: Kerry
might “fly to Beijing with a plea for the two countries to put climate at the centerpiece of their
relationship. The Chinese will then likely agree and in the subsequent months, create the impression that a
relaxation of tensions on other matters would be necessary if they are to deliver on their promises, and
subsequently catches Kerry in the middle—who sees climate as the most important issue—as he tries to
reconcile the ‘conflicting goals and demand changes in U.S. policy to support his efforts’ with China.” 118
Thus, it’s not only that China refuses to accept compartmentalization from the U.S., compartmentalization
is a flawed approach unlikely to work at all given the structural difficulties that it puts on the negotiating
team. In large bureaucracies, there will inevitably be different people that handle different portfolios with
a vastly different agenda. In this case, the very structural arrangement of having a climate envoy is
counterproductive when the Americans can’t agree on what the strategy is. Biden, for his part, does not
yet appear to have defined the limits of Kerry’s role and explained how it will be integrated into the
broader strategy.
The difficulty of a compartmentalized negotiation strategy is also made more difficult because it is not
structurally positioned to succeed in the American domestic political system, especially when engaging in
diplomacy with a counterpart like China. In China, decisions are ultimately reached by consensus and
there is far less risk than in the American system of going outside the boundaries to exert influence in
policy (collectivist culture). But in America, individualist culture makes it so that individual secretaries
and ministers all publicly compete and vie for influence. To be sure, this dynamic is still present in the
Chinese system—secretaries and ministers compete for policy influence and for more power over their
respective portfolios. This is true of governance in Washington and Beijing just as it is true in
organizations all around the world. But what is different between the American case and the Chinese case
is that in China, there is the implicit understanding that the final decision is final with the ultimate
authority held by the top ruler only. In America, when ministers and secretaries are given greater freedom,
it becomes difficult to coordinate a unanimous decision.
This, of course, is not a new problem caused by the appointment of John Kerry, but rather an existing
problem merely exacerbated by structural changes in personnel, putting the rest of the American team in
an impossible position: while Secretary Blinken, National Security Advisor Sullivan, and Secretary
Austin are enunciating doctrine on China policy back home, their words and subsequent intents may be
immediately undercut by Climate Envoy Kerry’s press conferences in Beijing. Kerry denies this and his
advisers say that he defers to Secretary Blinken during talks with diplomatic counterparts by “avoiding
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links between climate commitments and U.S. concessions on other issues.”119 One former Obama
administration agrees: “China’s diplomacy is a constant search for leverage, and Kerry will deliver a load
of it in a wheelbarrow right to their front door every day.”120
This is not to say China’s position has been wholly consistent either; Yang Jiechi only one month prior to
the denouncement of the American proposition of “compartmentalization” signalled that “trade issues
could be compartmentalized from political disputes, which is also in line with China’s overall foreign
policy stance of managing differences while seeking common ground” according to one Chinese Global
Times journalist.121 122
Even if compartmentalization were to work, those who believe in competition believe any cooperation
will be unreliable. Critics point to China’s inability to keep promises made in other domains (cyber, South
China Sea, Taiwan, etc.), but most crucially China’s inability to enforce its climate policies in the face of
obdurate national interests regarding energy. According to the data from the nongovernmental
organization Global Energy Monitor, between 2015 and 2020 (after the Paris Agreement was signed),
“Chinese firms added ~275 GW of coal-fired power generation capacity (larger than the entire coal-fired
fleet of the U.S.—the world’s third-largest coal emitter).”123 To make matters worse, more than 85% of
this recently installed capacity uses modern “supercritical and ultra-supercritical boiler technology”—an
expensive technological investment that increases the lifetime of such coal plants to ~40 years (and are
unlikely to be retired prematurely), locking in demand for decades to come.124 Proponents of the
competition school firmly believe that even if a cooperative deal is reached, it would be difficult to keep
China accountable for upholding any bilateral commitments. Such an expansion of expensive,
cutting-edge facilities at home and abroad are a sign that China’s preoccupation with political stability,
and thus, reliance on coal is evidence that even if compartmentalization manages to work as those who
believe in cooperation do, cooperation is still not practical. Members of the analogous “nationalist school”
of energy security thought would say the same thing about the U.S., pointing to the withdrawal from the
Paris Agreement as even more concrete evidence.
Second, times have changed since 2014 when the U.S.-China Joint Presidential Statement on Climate
Change was signed. Since then, the U.S.-China relationship has grown much more contentious and both
countries are more assertive toward the other. Being seen as compromising to the other would be
detrimental politically.
Finally, how climate change is thought about as a global problem has also shifted since 2014. As Sarah
Ladislaw of CSIS puts it, “the main goal is no longer to negotiate a global agreement, but to deliver on the
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actions pledged in those agreements.”125 As a result, there’s been a shift from “reduction” to “creation.”126
Prior to 2014 and the Paris Agreement, the vision for reducing emissions was through a system of
globally linked carbon markets and integrated supply chains that would drop the cost of technology. The
second camp believes this was idealistic at best, and now countries are individually trying to extract
maximum domestic economic value from their climate investment and policies.
While all proponents of competition believe cooperation is neither feasible nor desirable, there is also
great variation in how competition might yield a superior outcome. Most advocate for a strengthened
American industrial policy to build world-leading low-carbon industries and businesses at home, enabling
the United States to become a top provider of clean energy technology solutions to the rest of the world.
After all, as a practical matter, this is more realistic for the domestic American political system. As Paul
Saunders of the Energy Innovation Reform Project and the Center for the National Interest points out, “in
terms of bipartisan consensus, it’s easier to make an energy policy that has beneficial climate effects than
trying to do it backwards: use climate policy to make energy policy.”127 Proponents of climate competition
believe that politically, if climate initiatives are framed as competitive with China instead of a grand
bargain with Beijing (school one of cooperation), progress is much more likely in convincing the Senate
to act on climate change.
Another idea is the formation of a “carbon alliance” with the idea that a Washington-led/Western global
system of carbon border taxes (tariffs) could immediately and collectively pressure Chinese businesses
themselves into speeding up a shift to renewable energy.128 Others propose that Washington and Beijing
reach an agreement to rule out fossil fuel financing, and instead, compete directly and exclusively on the
global financing of clean energy.129 The essential theory behind all such ideas, though, is that competition
is the most natural mechanism for a multitude of problems, especially climate. As Andrew Erickson and
Gabriel Collins put it in their Foreign Affairs op-ed, “A more successful path runs not to a negotiating
table, but through the arena of competition. The need for this shift is now acute: a cooperation-first
approach in which Beijing sets the fundamental terms is doomed to fail.”130
The Third School: Climate Co-opetition
Proponents of the third and final school of thought believe that the debate between the first two schools of
competition and cooperation is a non-existent binary. They argue the ideal framework can’t be all
cooperate or all compete, but rather “co-opetition”—a combination of both. As the argument goes,
competition between the U.S. and China is here to stay; the key is how to manage and use rivalry
(competition) productively to advance toward a coordinated goal (cooperation). In many ways, the Biden
administration has already articulated a desire to combine both competition and cooperation: it wants to
cooperate with China on the end goal of mitigating climate change, but simultaneously pursue a
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competition-centric approach to nearly every other domain.131 This capstone project argues that for the
U.S.—co-opetition with China should be applied within the issue of climate, rather than across all
dimensions of the bilateral relationship.
As both sides seek to lead the world’s technological transition away from carbon-intensive sources of
energy, “the confrontational side prevents you from developing the cooperation that you need, and the
cooperation that you want prevents you from being able to confront when you need to.”132 Thus what is
needed out of diplomacy is not so much targets and timetables (school one), but policies that “reduce the
friction around deploying new energy technologies” (school two).133 Tangible proposals under this
framework include cooperative rule-setting to ensure competition produces productive and multilateral
financial, development, and trade systems and a commitment to rule out fossil fuel financing at home and
abroad. David Hart (Professor at the George Mason Schar School of Policy and Government) and Paul
Saunders (President of the Energy Innovation Reform Project) appear to be the first pair to explicitly
apply the term co-opetition to U.S.-China climate diplomacy134; other climate diplomacy scholars
including Sarah Ladislaw (CSIS Energy Security and Climate Change Program), Sam Geall (Chatham
House), Rebecca Peters (Chatham House), and Byford Tsang (Third Generation Environmentalism) have
written more about it.135 136
Provided this overview of the three dominant schools of thought, the next section will demonstrate
through quadrant analysis that co-opetition is the best possible way forward on U.S.-China climate
engagement and the correct diplomatic framework for negotiating an international climate accord led by
the U.S. and China.
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Thucydidean Dynamics on U.S.-China Climate
This next section will use Thucydidean dynamics—the relationship between a ruling power and a rising
power—to clarify the three aforementioned schools of thought among U.S. policymakers with how to
engage China on climate change.
Despite some valid criticism for its broad over-generalizability and contentions that nuclear weapons have
invalidated the Thucydides’s Trap hypothesis for the U.S.-China relationship in the 21st century, the
pioneering scholarship by Dr. Graham Allison on the Thucydides’s Trap is still invaluable as a policy tool.
While the Trap, as described by Graham Allison in his seminal work, Destined for War: Can America and
China Escape Thucydides’s Trap?, analyzes the potential for great power conflict “when a rising power
(in this case China) threatens to displace the ruling power (in this case the United States),” the same
Thucydidean concepts can also help to analyze the structural patterns in negotiation between a ruling
power and a rising power when both are confronted with an existential challenge like climate change.137
This section does not claim that the Thucydides’s Trap hypothesis is true or not true, but rather simply the
Thucydidean framework of thinking about the bilateral dynamics with the U.S. as the ruling power and
China as the rising power is a useful lens. Generalizable negotiation strategies of ruling powers and rising
powers could be extracted—where ruling powers prefer compartmentalization and rising powers prefer
taking the bilateral relationship as a whole. This capstone project does not argue that any of these
dynamics are generalizable beyond the U.S. and China relationship, but this topic might be explored in
later research.
The following paragraphs logically explain why Thucydidean dynamics dictate that a strategy where the
U.S. seeks China’s full-stop cooperation on climate will likely result in China pressuring the U.S. to give
up concessions in other areas of the bilateral relationship including human rights, the South China Sea,
and alleged intellectual property theft. Even if this is not the ultimate outcome given an American
unwillingness to concede, the rising power seeking concessions from the ruling power is still the default
status quo negotiating position of both Washington and Beijing.
The logic goes like this: the ruling power (U.S.) will—in an effort to preserve its leverage—demand that
the rising power (China) compartmentalize issues in negotiations that the ruling power deems critical to
survival, but which the ruling power recognizes the rising power now exercises greater leverage over. At
the same time, the rising power will reject compartmentalization and instead, insist on tying offers of
cooperation to concessions in areas of strategic interest—dealing with bilateral relations as a whole.
On climate, emissions can be thought of as leverage. Of the top 4 emitters, two are developed (the U.S.
and EU) while two are categorized as “developing” (China and India). While the U.S. and EU both have
already seen their emissions decline while still managing to maintain positive economic growth, “China
and India still expect their emissions to either plateau or keep rising over the next decade” (Figure 3).138
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Figure 3. Trajectories for the World’s Top 4 Emitters until 2030139
Zooming out from the top 4 emitters to the entire world, Figure 4 shows the breakdown of China, the
United States, and the developing and developed blocs.140
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Figure 4. Share of Global Emissions. Data from Rhodium Group, but reproduced visually for the
purposes of this capstone project.141
Put another way, China already produces more than double the emissions of the U.S. and this gap is
widening every year. Adding to the U.S. emissions of the entire EU, Japan, UK, Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, South Korea, Israel, and the remainder of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development), China still emits more (Figure 4).
Most rhetoric around U.S.-China climate frequently (and accurately) cites that the “U.S. and China are the
world’s top two economies and together account for nearly half of global greenhouse gas emissions.”142
While both statements are technically true, the second is exaggerated.
The total emissions produced by both countries together is only 38% of the global total, still 12% away
from being half (Figure 4). But more critically, the second statement, by implying the American and
Chinese economies are of equal size (which they roughly are as measured in both PPP and GDP), may
lead some to believe that there is parity in the emissions of both countries. As demonstrated earlier, this is
not the case. There is a substantial difference in the industrial composition of the two economies. For an
economy of roughly the same size now, China’s economy is more than twice as carbon-intensive than the
U.S. economy. China’s top economists such as Justin Yifu Lin, Angang Hu, and David Daokui Li have
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predicted that China’s economy will be twice the size of the U.S. by 2030 and triple that of the U.S. by
2049.143
As a thought experiment, if one combines emissions from India (6.6%) and the EU (6.4%) together, the
total is 13% which already exceeds U.S. emissions (11%). Put another way, China could negotiate a joint
agreement on emissions with India and the EU instead of the U.S., and already have more total
quantifiable impact than reaching the same agreement with the United States. Keenly aware of this fact,
China has already begun to do this. As a means of preempting a potential transatlantic “climate alliance”
against China, Beijing has made it clear it has alternative partners to progress its climate agenda. While
U.S. Climate Envoy John Kerry was visiting Shanghai with his counterpart Xie Zhenhua and the White
House was preparing for the Climate Leaders Summit, Xi Jinping held a trilateral climate summit with
France and Germany in the weeks prior.144
Moreover, these statistics also reflect a China with a per-capita-PPP still 3.61 times lower than the U.S. 145
If China were to develop over the course of the century to have a per-capita-PPP level on par with the
U.S. (and with the average Chinese citizen emitting the same amount or close to the average American
citizen), China’s share of global emissions may continue to increase up to three times disregarding the
carbon intensity of the Chinese economy. Already, China’s per-capita-emissions were just below average
levels across the OECD bloc in 2019, with China’s per-capita-emissions likely already exceeding the
OECD average in 2020 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Per capita net greenhouse gas emissions (1990-2019) as measured in metric tons of
CO2e/capita146
It quickly becomes clear that the U.S. needs China more than China needs the United States on curbing
emissions. So from China’s perspective, the value in a bilateral U.S.-China deal still lies in symbolic
leadership for achieving Project Terra. For example, the 2014 joint statement paved the way for the
alignment of the developed and developing world for the time in Paris as the de-facto leader of both,
respectively. Paris subsequently set the standard targets for peaking emissions and carbon neutrality, but
now symbolic leadership is less useful. The hard part of actual implementation and “political deployment”
has arrived.147
In theory, if China sought to curb climate change by only engaging the developing world without
coordinating with the developed world at all, it could. The developing world (including China) already
accounts for 75% (27% + 48%) of global emissions and the developed world (including the U.S.) for only
25%. Just like the U.S. and China, there is an incorrect parity to the parallel developed vs. developing
world comparison.
Theoretical U.S.-China Negotiation Framework Quadrant Analysis
Now taking into account both the three schools of thought and the Thucydidean dynamics between ruling
and rising powers, this section combines the two together to build a hypothetical quadrant analysis that
maps the resultant negotiation space. This will be done using a progressively disclosed two by two
quadrant analysis. Cooperation is first mapped, then competition, then co-opetition.
Climate Cooperation
Figure 6 below is a visual representation of cooperation. Because emission-reduction has been the
dominant mentality surrounding climate diplomacy, and even now, the U.S. is still opting for
emission-reduction as its leading strategy, the U.S. is put into a disadvantageous negotiating position with
the following binary options:
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Figure 6. U.S.-China Climate Cooperation
Quadrant I or “conciliatory cooperation” yields an improvement in Earth’s climate, but at a cost to the
U.S. by giving up concessions to China to secure that cooperation. This, of course, assumes that
cooperation with China will bring about a better climate. Taking this assumption away, is Quadrant II’s
“unreliable cooperation.” This is the worst of the four outcomes as it represents a double loss—with the
U.S. giving up significant concessions to secure a climate deal and a worsening climate, but due to a
myriad of uncontrollable, external factors: a) inability for the deal to withstand political pressure
domestically in the U.S., b) lack of credible enforcement with the Chinese following through, and c)
inability for either government to compel their private sector to implement their policies.
It is understandable why U.S.-China climate cooperation is such a popular idea. It gave rise to the 2014
joint presidential statement made by President Obama and Xi Jinping, paving the way for the Paris
Agreement in 2015. But both outcomes of cooperation are decried by proponents of the second school
which allege—either way—the U.S. loses by unnecessarily conceding on other points of disagreement
because cooperation itself was a flawed framework.
Climate Competition
Figure 7 below shows competition—which may be a more powerful force than cooperation when it comes
to actually saving the planet as it does not force the U.S. to give up concessions—sui generis (need not be
contingent on concessions in other domains).148
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Figure 7. U.S.-China Climate Competition
Both American and Chinese governments understand that the race to lead in clean energy technology
development is paramount to their economies.149 All sufficiently advanced countries (not just the U.S. and
China) will be competing to secure a technological edge on innovations to produce a carbon-neutral
economy and for access to raw materials. After all, why should means be more important than ends?
Quadrant III’s “unrestrained competition” is the de-facto status quo in Thucydidean relationships as ruling
and rising powers are naturally inclined to and will compete without restraint. Ruling and rising powers
will settle into a competitive framework and as the ruling power refuses to give up concessions, there are
few guardrails or rules in place to ensure that the ensuing competition between the ruling power and rising
power can be a “race to the top” instead of a “race to the bottom.” While selling climate technologies to
countries around the world, the U.S. and China could seek to take advantage of their positions of
technological power to explicitly or implicitly do a number of things. For example, either country could
install “controllable” software and hardware that gives Washington or Beijing the ability to shut off
another nation’s power supply at will. Either country could link concessions in other domains unrelated to
climate from countries that might otherwise lack the funding necessary to pay for new renewable
infrastructure in return for climate assistance. Without a lack of alternatives for many core climate
technologies, countries will be forced to choose between a provider of climate infrastructure.
Quadrant IV shows what “productive competition” would yield—the best of the four scenarios presented.
This, predictably, is the desired outcome of the U.S. as the U.S. does not give up concessions. But
“productive competition” on U.S. terms is unlikely, if not impossible, for a number of reasons. Most
critically, China has repeatedly refused to compartmentalize climate change to enable productive
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competition in the way the U.S. has expected China to do so, all but ensuring that a refusal to give up
concessions is a nonstarter to dialogue. U.S. Climate Envoy John Kerry has stated, “climate is a critical
stand-alone issue,” “it is urgent that we find a way to compartmentalize, to move forward,” and “the
climate crisis can’t fall victim to other concerns and contests” because “the stakes on climate change just
simply couldn’t be any higher than they are right now; it is existential.”150 In response, Chinese Foreign
Ministry Spokesperson issued a sharp rebuke: “Unlike flowers that can bloom in a greenhouse despite
winter chill, China-U.S. cooperation in specific areas is closely linked with bilateral relations as a
whole.”151
Zooming out to analyze all four quadrants, competition is clearly the better alternative to cooperation, but
from the statistical breakdown of emissions, it’s clear that the ability of the U.S. to negotiate for
“productive competition” is weak given the lack of leverage. Besides this impracticality of Quadrant IV
from the lack of leverage, it is unlikely the principal actors of the U.S. in dealing with China are
presenting a united front as there are fundamental disagreements over the philosophy of the strategy.
If there is one aspect of U.S.-China rivalry that should be welcomed, a race to the top is fundamentally
good for the world—the competition to pioneer climate technologies and getting to carbon-neutral.152
There is no lack of money to be made, prestige to be earned, or influence to be gained by doing so. In this
regard, climate is distinct from challenges like nuclear proliferation. Whereas competition was an
unequivocally dangerous race to the bottom in the construction of ever larger, more destructive arsenals
with disastrous consequences, the opposite is true for climate.
The challenge for current and future U.S. administrations is that American officials in charge of
diplomacy and climate policy must somehow integrate China climate diplomacy with the U.S.'s broader
policy on China to ensure it doesn’t contradict or undermine itself.153
To address this challenge, the quadrant analysis can begin forming the basis for the best strategy.
Quadrants II and III should be eliminated because tolerating a worsening climate at the expense of other
issues in the U.S.-China relationship should not form the basis of any prudent strategy, leaving Quadrants
I and IV, which both move the world toward an improved climate through conciliatory cooperation and
productive competition, respectively (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Quadrants I and IV become the ideal “decision space”
Logically, China would prefer conciliatory cooperation while the U.S. would prefer productive
competition. The Chinese strategy, then, premised on the idea that rising powers having stronger leverage
in Thucydidean negotiations will enable China to seek concessions from the United States. The American
strategy, then, premised on the idea that ruling powers are in a weaker negotiating position in
Thucydidean negotiations are attempting to compartmentalize, trying to deny the rising power the ability
to extract concessions by setting up barriers that allow for the ruling power to deal with the rising power
on an issue-by-issue basis rather than as a whole.
With either country unlikely to budge, a compromise must be reached and the ideal outcome of
negotiation for both parties reveals itself to be in between conciliatory cooperation and dangerous
competition: the middle way of co-opetition.
Climate Co-opetition
From the previous two sections, it has been made clear that when it comes to U.S.-China diplomacy on
climate change, there exist major misperceptions about the utility of bilateral diplomacy. When it comes
to emissions, the focus of U.S.-China climate diplomacy should not be about emission reduction. After
all, China has far more leverage on emissions and American diplomats would be ill-advised to allocate
valuable diplomatic resources in this way.
American diplomats should lean into American strengths because, after all, the U.S. is well-positioned to
lead in diplomacy and technology. The U.S. also brings with it the most extensive experience in
multilateral diplomacy having spent decades carefully building and nurturing alliances and partnerships
all around the world since the end of WWII. Leveraging this pre-existing diplomatic clout to build an
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international institution and competitive framework in which all countries can contribute is the best way
forward, and this is best (or perhaps only) achievable through co-opetition (Figure 9).

Figure 9. U.S.-China Climate Co-opetition
On the cooperative side, the U.S. and China could agree on the common framework of productive
competition through climate diplomacy, but in order for the competition to “be productive” there would
need to be mutually agreed upon “rules of engagement” to govern such competition. The U.S. and China
could outline and agree on the overall architecture for a global energy grid, then define the technical
standards to ensure interoperability of infrastructure worldwide. Both countries could bilaterally stipulate
rules on financing clean energy in foreign countries—what should be permitted and what should not.
The means of implementation, however, would remain vigorous competition. Both countries seek to
become the world’s preeminent “climate superpower”—dominating the development, manufacturing, and
deployment of climate technologies domestically and abroad to secure profits, prestige, and power for its
leading energy and technology firms. But without any rules, such a competition could quickly veer into
Quadrant III, “unrestrained competition.” Engineering, technology, and manufacturing firms must be the
principal actors of competition to a) ensure the incentives of profit drive innovation at the fast pace
necessary, but b) to ensure the sustainability and consistency of the agreed upon U.S.-China framework is
unable to be impacted politically by fluctuations in U.S.-China bilateral relations or domestic
developments in either the U.S. or China.
Ultimately, this area of co-opetition is inevitably narrow, but it achieves a balance between both countries
while aligning the right incentives to generate the action needed for a better climate faster and cheaper
than a solely cooperative framework could ever provide. Just as was the case in the framework for
U.S.-China rapprochement, it’s important to note that this quadrant analysis is also neither absolute nor
static. Both axes are continuums of cooperation/competition and climate worsens/improves, while the
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“sweet spot” is not fixed in place either. The “co-opetition zone” may shift up, down, left, or right
depending on negotiation.
The goal of U.S.-China climate diplomacy shouldn’t be to concretely outline a cooperative framework as
current diplomats suggest; the goal should be to come to a larger understanding about when and how the
world should achieve the major milestones of net-zero, carbon-neutral, and carbon-negative, then put in
place the guardrails to ensure that competition is leveraged the right way as a productive force in the fight
against climate change.
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The Evolution of Climate Technology for Project Terra
With the focus no longer on negotiating a global agreement or setting further “climate goals,” the difficult
task is now to follow through and deliver on the actions pledged in the climate agreements already in
effect. The preceding section outlined a diplomatic framework, its underlying philosophy, and negotiation
strategy to achieve a U.S.-China-led corollary to the Paris Agreement. This section now turns towards
what exactly is in that corollary. Armed with the right diplomatic framework of co-opetition to potentially
achieve a breakthrough on global climate change policy with China, this report now turns to address the
second half: the technological forces which have over the past two decades, matured to form the
triangular base of technology on which Project Terra rests (Figure 10).
1. Renewable energy generation (subsequently referred to as “generation”)
2. Renewable energy storage (subsequently referred to as “storage”)
3. Renewable energy transmission (subsequently referred to as “transmission”)

Figure 10. Energy generation, energy storage, and energy transmission
This section will break down each of the three technological forces on their own in this order, but it first
must be understood there is a notable difference between the first and the latter two: energy generation vs.
energy storage/transmission.
Energy generation has existed for longer and at a greater scale than either storage and transmission—it
wasn’t until the 2000s that innovators and entrepreneurs were able to overcome the technical and market
challenges in creating reliable storage and energy transmission for large-scale use. It was then in the
2010s that storage and transmission became more mature.
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Thus, the combination of all three forces create the unprecedented technological opportunity at the core of
Project Terra.
Energy Generation
This section (as would Project Terra) focuses on three renewable sources: hydro, wind, and solar. The
reason is not only are these three the leading renewable energy sources in the world currently in that
order, but global projections predict a major increase in all three, especially wind and solar. In the chart
below, hydro (dark blue), wind (two shades of brown), and solar (yellow) can be compared (Figure 11).

Figure 11. World Electricity Generation by Source through 2050154
At the moment, hydropower is dominant among renewable energy, having been deployed globally
decades before wind or solar.
By plotting data from the Global Power Plant Database gathered by the World Resources Institute (last
updated in June 2021), the most comprehensive data-collection effort of power plants, Figures 12-14
below show the long-established dominance of hydro over the past 100 years, then the recent proliferation
in wind and solar:155 156
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Figure 12. Plot of all hydropower plants equal or greater than 20MW over time on date of construction

Figure 13. Plot of all wind power plants equal or greater than 20MW over time on date of construction

Figure 14. Plot of all solar power plants equal or greater than 20MW over time on date of construction
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Starting from the beginning of the 20th century, hydropower was the renewable energy source of choice
and has been for the past 120 years. But with only 1/3 of the time as hydro to develop, wind was the next
of the three to begin to deploy starting in 1980 (40 years), then finally solar with about 1/12 of the time as
hydro starting in 2010 (10 years).
To further gain insights into the nature of the past, present, and future of renewable energy generation, this
report utilizes two custom-made interactive data visualizations mapping the same data from the Global
Power Plant Database.157 Combined, these visuals provide a macro perspective of the current and potential
use of hydro, wind, and solar power around the world when considering how energy will be generated,
stored, and transmitted for Project Terra.
1. Map - Interactive data visualization map
a. http://johnandrewferguson.com/climate/
b. Allows users to plot hydro, wind, and solar power plants worldwide that generate 20MW
or more of power on an interactive world map on real-time wind, temperature, and rain
cloud maps
2. Table - Renewable energy production per country
a. http://johnandrewferguson.com/climate/renewable_stats.html
b. Allows users to compare renewable energy usage per country per category and sort on
quantitative parameters
The following three figures are screenshots taken from the interactive data visualization map showing all
hydro/wind/solar plants that generate at least 100MW of power.
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Figure 15. Global hydropower plants 100 MW or more (indicated by the
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icon) displayed on top of a real-time rain map

Figure 16. Global wind power plants 100 MW or more (indicated by the
42

icon) displayed on top of a real-time wind map

Figure 17. Global solar power plants 100 MW or more (indicated by the
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icon) displayed on top of a real-time heat map

In order to understand where Project Terra can be deployed around the world, a closer analysis of current
renewable energy infrastructure needs to be understood. These visualizations, when combined, yield
several major takeaways.
1. We’re not starting from scratch
Of the three technologies required to implement Project Terra globally, energy generation is already the
most mature compared to energy storage and energy transmission, and as demonstrated by the interactive
data visualization map, only need to be linked together through UHVDC lines and supported by battery
storage to fully maximize what has already been built. Although more renewable energy generation
capacity would undoubtedly be built, even if existing renewable energy generation were able to be linked
together and connected to storage, such a feat would already be a major achievement.
2. Between hydro, wind, and solar, Project Terra can cover every geography
Between the interactive data visualization map and the renewable energy production per country table, it’s
clear that every country is suited for a different suite of geographic advantages and limitations. Many
countries have a single renewable energy that is dominant; others will be more balanced. In many cases,
hydro is typically larger scale than wind and solar (producing more than 300MW while wind and solar
produce less than 300MW). Every country has the opportunity to leverage renewable energy resources, it
just varies significantly what type and how much of each type depending on what geographic constraints
exist.
3. China’s unbalanced geography is not unique, in fact it is quite the norm around the world
With China having to use UHVDC to transport its power vast distances from its desolate, unpopulated
interior to its populous coast, one might think this geography oddity is unique to China. But in fact, it is
not. Even in the U.S., renewable energy resources are distributed unevenly with major wind resources in
the middle of the country running north-south from Texas up to North Dakota. Meanwhile the largest
concentrations of solar power plants in the U.S. includes Southern California, southern Arizona, and the
east coast from Virginia to Florida.
Whether it be hydro, wind, or solar, many of the world’s strongest and most abundant renewable energy
resources are not located in optimal locations, thereby demonstrating the need for a combination of
UHVDC and battery storage to ensure its transportability and its reliability respectively.
Despite the Global Power Plant Database being the most comprehensive and up-to-date power plant
database available, there are still limitations—most notably with coverage. As their technical report states,
“Operational data, such as electricity generation by power plant, is rarely reported and, therefore, must be
estimated.”158 Further, “Many countries do not report their power sector data at the plant level, and those
that do vary wildly in what they report, how they report it, and how frequently they report it.”159
But by mapping the most comprehensive and up-to-date global database of renewable energy power
plants, the ability to visualize in-real-time how the world’s current (and potentially future) renewable
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energy facilities interface with the distribution of renewable energy resources is invaluable to
understanding the next two sections on storage and transmission.
Energy Storage
As stated, renewable energy generation (in contrast to renewable energy storage and transmission) has
been around for decades. While technological innovations might have lowered the cost of solar panels,
wind turbines, and dam construction—the underlying technology of energy generation has not radically
undergone any sort of technological revolution like storage and transmission have.
Most interestingly, it was in the United States and China that an American Silicon Valley-startup (Tesla)
and a Chinese SOE (State Grid) were the two entities to pioneer these technological revolutions in storage
and transmission, respectively.
To explain the significance of why and how Tesla and State Grid were able to simultaneously pioneer two
technological revolutions on opposite sides of the world, it’s important to understand the problem that has
prevented renewable energy from taking off globally and that both companies solved from two different
angles: the central problem of intermittency.
Intermittency is the idea that renewable energy is not consistent. Crucially, renewable energy is far less
consistent than fossil fuels. Although other factors have been major barriers to the widespread adoption of
renewable energy, high costs are a subproblem of this larger problem that renewables are not consistent.
To illustrate the problem of intermittency even further, intermittency can be summarized as the following:
“renewable energy is difficult to store (to use later).”
Renewable energy (like solar and wind) cannot always consistently produce energy in all weather and at
all hours of the day when humans need it. This is due to a number of different factors. In different parts of
the world, weather patterns and geography dictate areas that are naturally windier or sunnier. Seasonal
cycles (Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall) mean that there may be more wind/sun one quarter of the year. And
most simply, the sun only shines for half of the day (cutting the opportunity to collect solar energy by
50%) while cloud cover can further reduce the intensity of the sun and further reduce this 50%. Put
simply, renewable energy is not consistent.
To get around these limitations, the main solution has been to store renewable energy in what is known as
“pumped hydroelectric energy storage” or PHES. Accounting for 95% of all storage installations
worldwide, PHES is an older method that involves building a system of water pumps that connect two
bodies of water—one at the bottom of a hill and one at the top of the hill.160 During periods of low
electrical demand, water is pumped up to the top of the hill so that when there is high electrical demand,
the stored water is released to flow quickly downward from the top of the hill providing the necessary
energy. The main disadvantage is the geographic requirements—needing both specific geographical
height and water availability. Suitable locations are likely to be in hilly or mountainous regions—typically
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far from the most populous cities on the coast. PHES is costly, time-consuming, and relies on
centuries-old technology.
In sharp contrast to fossil fuels, coal (solid), gasoline/fuel (liquid), and natural gas (gas/liquid) are simple
to store for later use due to their simple form. Fossil fuel plants can generate energy 24-hours-a-day
on-demand using what are called “peaker plants” to fulfill even the slightest fluctuation in human energy
consumption. Humans can control when to burn a solid/liquid/gas, but cannot yet control the weather so
as to dictate the availability of when the wind will blow or when the sun will shine.
For close to 150 years, it is understandable why renewable energy has always been second to fossil fuels.
Renewable energy just could not be stored. This changed in the 2010s with advancements in batteries
which helped to fuel the electric vehicle revolution, first in the United States, then around the world.
Batteries are not new. In fact, batteries were technically invented in 1800, decades before the first solar
panel, wind turbine, or hydroelectric dam was invented. But batteries have, until recently, been limited to
small-scale applications like a smartphone or a computer. Consumer electronics was the most visible need
of “rechargeable devices,” but in the 2000s, others recognized the possibility of scaling up the same
battery found in a smartphone and putting it into a car. One of those companies was Tesla, founded in
Silicon Valley in 2003.
The lithium-ion batteries (a general category that includes dozens of different battery chemistries that
utilize different materials) found in an electric vehicle like a Tesla are only slightly larger in size than
standard AAA and AA alkaline batteries used in everyday appliances:

Figure 18. The size of alkaline batteries (AAA and AA) compared to Tesla lithium-ion batteries (18650,
2170, and 4680); Tesla batteries 3D-printed exclusively for size comparison161
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Because vehicles require more power than a smartphone or a computer, the companies that had spent
years developing traditional batteries like AAA, AA, or the batteries found in smartphones and computers
switched over to trying to build batteries for companies like Tesla who demanded more powerful,
efficient, lighter batteries to put into a car. Tesla designed the batteries themselves, and partnered with
East Asian battery companies like LG Chem (Korea), Panasonic (Japan), and CATL (China) to actually
manufacture the batteries. So although vehicles are just one of a thousand product categories that use
batteries, the rise of electric vehicles acted as the driving force behind the push to innovate battery
technology to the next level. It wasn’t until Tesla pushed the automotive sector toward becoming electric
that battery technology took a giant leap forward.
Gradually throughout the 2000s and 2010s, in partnership with East Asian battery companies, Tesla
vigorously refined everything about batteries. Tesla:
1. Built exponentially larger factories (Gigafactories)
2. Created more efficient and automated manufacturing techniques to now produce batteries “faster
than bullets from a machine gun”162 (Project Roadrunner/tabless electrode)
3. Removed/reduced problematic rare metals like cobalt (materials science)
4. Innovated how large quantities of batteries could be combined to be more efficient (structural
battery packs/cell-to-pack construction)
5. Made the batteries larger (4680 form factor)
6. In-house vertical integration (acquisition of lithium mines, etc.)
7. Simplified mining techniques (acid-free saline extraction)
Together, these advancements made Tesla the world’s leader in battery technology. As their former chief
supply chain negotiator explained, “Tesla is a battery company that just happens to make cars.”163 In 2020,
Tesla had pushed the electric vehicle market, and thus the lithium-ion battery market, to reach a historic
record—causing the price of batteries to decline below $100 per kWh, a magical benchmark nicknamed
the “holy grail of EV adoption” because it is the price at which electric vehicles reach price parity with
gasoline cars without subsidies.164
Although it was never part of Tesla’s core mission to expand beyond making electric vehicles, their
battery technology had come so far that the company began to take the very same batteries it was using in
electric vehicles, scaling up the number of batteries that it was combining together, and making stationary
batteries. Wired together in ever larger quantities to store ever larger amounts of energy, Figure 19 and
Figure 20 below, compare four energy storage products and the number of battery cells it takes, wired
together, to reach each storage capacity.
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Tesla Product

Powerwall

Vehicle

Powerpack

Megapack

Number of Battery Cells

Less than 100

Several thousand

Tens of thousands

Millions

Storage Capacity (kWh)

13.5kWh

100kWh

232kWh

1GWh

Storage equivalent

Home

Vehicle

Neighborhood

City

Figure 19. Table of four Tesla products using Tesla battery cells and their approximate battery quantities

FIgure 20. Battery cells in a Tesla Powerwall, Vehicle, Powerpack, and Megapack (left to right)
Tesla made headlines around the world in 2017 when the company promised to build the world’s largest
battery connected to a large wind farm in under 100 days (or it would be free) after a blackout wiped out
power in the state of South Australia. 165 It delivered on its promise.
Tesla has built dozens of similar projects at varying scale from small “microgrid” applications found on
self-sustaining islands to giant batteries outside major cities capable of storing energy for the entire city.166
167
The largest projects (called megapacks) require millions of battery cells and thus, battery production
and utilization will see an exponential increase in the coming decades.
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Figure 21 below shows the projected top battery producers, led by CATL—Tesla’s battery partner of
choice located in China.

Figure 21. Lithium-ion Battery Production Capacity by 2028, by Company (in Gigawatt Hours)168
These battery suppliers don’t produce batteries for just Tesla though, hundreds of electric vehicle
companies now exist all across the world, legacy carmakers have begun to electrify their vehicles, and
dozens of companies operate in the energy storage space. This has been Tesla’s goal all along because
ultimately, their mission from the very beginning has simply been to “accelerate the world's transition to
sustainable energy.”169
In line with this mission, Tesla aspires to ultimately reach Terawatt-hour-scale battery production. As
Tesla CEO Elon Musk stated bluntly, “in order to really make a fundamental shift in the world’s energy
usage and really transform things to a sustainable energy future, if you’re not in the terawatt-hour range,
it’s like a nice news story, but it’s not fundamentally changing the energy equation.”170
In order to produce batteries on the order of Terawatt-hours per year, larger battery factories (or
Gigafactories as Musk calls them) must be built. When Tesla began to make batteries, their gigafactory in
Nevada was large enough to fit the entire world’s production of batteries under one roof.171 But now,
168
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having driven the entire automotive industry to electrification, there are now at least 136 lithium-ion
battery gigafactories i.e. super-sized gigawatt (GWh) scale battery plants in the pipeline out to 2029.172
In a 2016 documentary, Musk outlined his vision for the world to “build 100 gigafactories” to transition
the world to sustainable energy, but cautioned that “Tesla can’t build 100 gigafactories.”173 Instead, “the
thing that’s really going to make the difference is if companies much bigger than Tesla do the same
thing… if the big industrial companies in China, U.S., and Europe… do this collectively we can
accelerate the transition to sustainable energy.”174
While Tesla may have been the first to push the entire car industry to electrify, which then caused a wider
push for demand and innovation in the battery industry more generally, energy storage has now become
viable for the first time effectively mitigating the core problem of intermittency.
Energy Transmission
At the same time on the other side of the world, a very different company was beginning to solve the
same problem of intermittency, but from a very different perspective.
From 2003 to 2005, the same time that Tesla was founded as a company, China was facing crippling
power shortages that shut down factories and darkened millions of homes.175 The company responsible for
overseeing transmission and distribution of power across the vast majority of China was the State Grid
Corporation of China (SGCC) created just two years prior as one of 11 distinct entities to emerge from the
breakup of China’s enormous power monopoly, the State Power Corporation of China.176 The company
and its chairman Liu Zhenya were immediately thrust into a crisis.
UHVDC may be one of the most important technologies of the 21st century, but it is practically
nonexistent outside of China. In a single-party state like China, regime legitimacy is the overriding
concern of governance at all times, and with power unavailable for millions, the central government was
desperate for a solution.
Every ministry provided an analysis of the problem and their proposed solution to fix it. The newly
empowered energy chief Liu Zhenya provided his own: the blackouts were due to China’s weak,
fragmented, and inadequate grid that prevented provinces from sharing power with neighboring
provinces. While some provinces inevitably had greater power supplies, in times of crisis, power could
not be shared across borders. Liu found a solution from a management team of a subsidiary: investment
into cross-provincial power lines called “ultra-high-voltage direct current” technology, or UHVDC.177 The
unproven technology consisted of enormous electrical towers that could carry power across vast distances
without losing power in the process. In terms of efficiency, the line loss (how much power is lost in the
process of transporting it) for a UHVDC line (more than 士800kV) amounts to about 3% for every
172
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2003年02月28日,

1000km.178 In other words, a “6000-km UHVDC line using current technology has better efficiency than
the default option: PHES (pump-hydro).”179 Figures 22 and 23 below show the Changji-Guquan UHVDC
link which transmits power more than 2,000 miles from Xinjiang to Anhui Province. As State Grid states:
“it is currently the world’s largest and most technologically advanced transmission project with the
highest voltage level, the largest transmission capacity, and the largest transmission distance.”180 181 182

Figure 22. Chinese workers installing the Changji-Guquan UHVDC link over the Yangtze River in Anhui
Province in 2018.183

Figure 23. Length of Changji-Guquan UHVDC link over 2,000 miles184
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It was an incredibly novel and risky solution at the time for several reasons.
For one, the company was new, having only been formed two years prior. When Liu first proposed the
idea, his company was still structuring itself as an economic entity—hardly in a position to be pursuing
something so ambitious, cutting-edge, and risky without any prior success as a company. SGCC’s
management had not worked out any details for how to implement such an idea, how much it would cost,
or whether it even had the capacity to pursue the idea.
Second, the technology was completely unproven at the time.185 The first ultra-high-voltage line was built
by the Soviet Union in the late 1980s, and Japan built another in 1996, but these were both downgraded to
transmit lower voltages and soon, UHVDC became an esoteric area of academic research by a few dozen
engineers reserved to laboratory study in several developed countries (U.S., Japan, and Germany).186
China lacked even basic technical know-how in the field of electrical transmission and distribution.187
What few domestic Chinese companies existed in the space depended heavily on imported technology for
even substandard transmission.188
Third, and most importantly, cutting-edge scientific research and engineering was the antithesis of what
State Grid was supposed to be doing. After all, blackouts are one of the most politically dangerous events
in China. Just several years prior, dozens of high-ranking government officials were fired for major
industrial accidents that occurred under their leadership. Liu, upon becoming the first chief executive was
warned by both industry leaders (engineers like himself) and party elders like Premier Li Peng (李鹏) that
he should take a conservative approach by “building more reserve capacity and strengthening centrally
controlled management of both power generation and transmission.”189 Liu was to simply put an end to
the blackouts and prevent future accidents to avoid embarrassing the political leadership. As Li Peng told
him personally, his first priority was to ensure safety and reliability of the grids.190 After all, the number
one job of a power company is to ensure the lights turn on. To this end, Liu faced both deep political and
technical skepticism. Many thought it would not work, and even if it did, was a misallocation of
resources. UHVDC became the subject of an unprecedented televised public debate about a highly
technical issue taking place after the central government had already made its decision to move forward
with the projects. Attending the debate were senior government officials, representatives to the National
People’s Congress, academy members, industry senior managers, and media commentators.
Despite the challenges, Liu Zhenya was undeterred. The first key official to back UHVDC was Zeng
Peiyuan (曾培炎), Vice Premier in charge of energy policy. Liu then actively “sold” the projects to other
relevant policy makers and agencies. One-by-one, he convinced other government ministries to support
his vision by organizing public conferences, inviting foreign experts to testify to the legitimacy of the new
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technology, and satisfying nationalistic opponents by promising that 80% of the components would
eventually be made domestically.
The NDRC, China’s economic “superagency,” eventually gave the go-ahead in late 2004 and Liu
immediately put State Grid to work.191 Technical experts were dispatched to the U.S., Japan, and Germany
to learn and develop necessary equipment for UHVDC projects. In particular, State Grid turbocharged
collaboration with the world’s top companies in the field—Siemens (German) and ABB (Swedish-Swiss).
In June 2005, when Hu Jintao visited Russia and Kazakhstan, SGCC accompanied to study the first UHV
project which had since been lowered from 1200kV to 500kV.192
By the end of the 2000s, Liu’s vision had worked and he had solved the immediate problem of China’s
persistent blackouts. But as climate change was just becoming a more important issue in the public
consciousness, Liu saw an opportunity to continue expanding UHVDC. Throughout the 2010s,
sustainable and clean development was increasingly becoming a priority for the Chinese government, and
Liu pitched UHVDC as the answer. After all, China’s geography was suited for it.
All of China’s renewable hydro resources are located in the remote south flowing down from the
Himalayan mountains while the most abundant wind and solar potential lies out in the open but desolate
west. The key problem, though, is that these abundant renewable energy resources lie far away from
China’s populous coast.
Figure 24 below shows the population density of China with the number of people represented by “green
spikes” that protrude from the map. The taller the green spike, the more people.

Figure 24. China’s Populous Coast (2015)193
Thus, UHVDC was a technology perfectly suited to China’s geography—transporting clean energy vast
distances from the desolate interior to the populous coast. In several years, State Grid expanded its
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UHVDC network nationwide. Figure 25 below is the most recent map depicting the current state of
China’s UHVDC links.

Figure 25. Map of China’s UHVDC Networks as of January 2021194
Combining Generation, Storage, and Transmission
On opposite sides of the world in the United States and China, two technological revolutions were
simultaneously pioneered by the two most unlikely players in solving complementary problems. Founded
just one year apart, an American Silicon Valley startup and a Chinese SOE used the same two short
decades to become the world’s leaders at batteries and UHVDC technology respectively. To make matters
more interesting, both countries seem to be searching for how to advance its progress on the other
country’s strength.
In China, despite having nurtured global battery giants like CATL, there appears to be a debate around
what the right direction for storage should be. On the one hand, the MEE has remained the most
conservative. In April 2021, Li Gao, the director of the Climate Change Department concluded that
“power storage technology has not reached revolutionary progress” and China would continue building
pumped-hydro as its primary option.195 But back in November 2019, State Grid issued mandate No. 826
no longer supporting new projects using pumped-hydro technology nationwide 196 197 198 Perhaps part of its
decision to divert away from battery storage may have been influenced by a pilot project in 2011 with
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Shenzhen-based BYD to build “the world’s largest battery project in Hebei.”199 200 Few public reports
have been published on its progress and even fewer major battery projects have been launched since. The
NDRC has not decided yet on a clear policy, instead saying it will “study and put out a plan for new
energy storage development for 2021-2025 and beyond.”201
In the United States, despite having a similar geographic size as China—nearly the same distance across
from East to West, populous coastlines, and an energy-abundant (yet largely empty) interior—the U.S. has
almost no HVDC lines to speak of.202 Despite efforts by Bill Gates and others, the U.S. still doesn’t even
maintain a national grid, but rather a fragmented grid divided into three: Western, Eastern, and Texas. The
2021 Texas power crisis was the result of maintaining a separate grid and being unable to share power
across state lines.203
Both countries right now are in need of the other’s expertise and vision. When combined, the
American-led revolution in energy storage and the Chinese-led revolution in energy transmission together
have “solved” intermittency. Both were “accidentally” developed to address problems that initially had
nothing to do with climate change. Tesla was trying to build an electric car while State Grid was trying to
prevent further blackouts. Both relied on help from other countries. Tesla partnered with East Asian (but
especially Chinese) battery manufacturers; State Grid relied on European electric engineering giants. Both
developed technologies based on each country’s distinct philosophy, culture, geography, and
political-economic system. UHVDC was forged through state-run capitalism while mega-battery storage
was developed through unfettered market forces that craved electric vehicles. The U.S. would never have
a centralized, state-owned utility like State Grid so UHVDC could have never manifested itself in the
United States. China, with its abundant coal resources and distant renewable energy reserves never
developed a need to store energy unlike the U.S. where renewable energy resources are more evenly
dispersed. Both are still leaders in their respective technologies, but there are far more players. UHVDC
engineering is done by dozens of firms, just as batteries are offered by hundreds of firms. But most
importantly, both visionary chief executives believe that their technology is the answer to the world’s
energy and climate crisis and have a plan to deploy their technology at scale.204 Tesla wants 100
Gigafactories around the world producing batteries for mass energy storage that renewable energy
produces. Liu Zhenya wants State Grid UHVDC links around the world transporting the energy that
renewable energy produces (Figure 26).
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Figure 26. The vision of GEI’s globally-interconnected energy grids205 206
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Project Terra: The Big Idea
Having now laid the diplomatic and technological underpinnings of Project Terra, this section provides a
macro-summary for how Project Terra combines the two together in a tangible way through
“techno-diplomacy” to become an implementable alternative to GEI.
Technologically, neither battery storage nor UHVDC—the American solution or the Chinese
solution—can succeed on its own. GEI’s current proposal does not see a major role for battery storage in
its proposal despite there being some limited research on the question of integration of utility-scale battery
storage.207 A UHVDC global grid by itself is unlikely to ever happen given that it relies too strongly on
Beijing’s political philosophy of power centralization. On the other hand, utility-scale batteries—more
in-line with Western decentralization, would not be sufficient on their own either as the sole solution.
Only by combining the two technologies and philosophies of centralized and decentralized technology
can a plan like Project Terra succeed.
After reaching a corollary to the Paris Agreement, a joint office would be set up between the United
States and China with John Kerry and Han Zheng (best case scenario)/Xie Zhenhua as co-chairs. The two
would coordinate the work of the American “National Climate Task Force” and Chinese “Climate
Leaders Group” to empower all relevant officials to play a leadership role with regard to the developing
and developed world respectively. The joint office would coordinate amongst hundreds of companies to
carry out the tasks enumerated below: define the overall architecture, set technical standards, supervise
the national procurement process, oversee load management, and be responsible for network security.
Techno-diplomacy would ensure that the diplomatic and technological components of Project Terra can
be integrated seamlessly together. Joint teams of technologists and diplomats would be dispatched from
all relevant energy and technology companies (not just the U.S. and China) to negotiate and construct the
energy architecture.
It is not clear, either, whether GEI intends to be a fully market-driven plan that allows all international
companies to compete fairly for contracts. This is why, in line with Climate Envoy John Kerry’s current
thinking, the “administration is focused on spurring market shifts in clean energy which would be harder
for a president to roll back… no politician, I think, can change what is now happening in the
marketplace.”208
The world was able to develop a global internet by centralizing standards and coordination, but
decentralizing implementation (construction and operation). A joint office—to ensure global
interoperability—would define the overall architecture of Project Terra (i.e. 1,000 mega-battery projects,
250 mega wind farm projects, and 250 mega solar farm projects, all connected by 300 UHVDC line
projects) and manage the constantly evolving “master list of projects” that companies are allowed to bid
for. This way, a U.S.-built mega-battery, Swedish-Swiss UHVDC cable, and German wind farm are all
seamlessly interoperable. All parts, despite being built by ultimately hundreds of different companies,
207
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must be able to “talk to one another.” Technical standards would apply throughout the entire lifecycle of
production and defined in a way so as to be as efficient as possible. For example, all mega-batteries are to
be built in the same shipping dimensions so as to fit in a typical global shipping container for easy
transportation for installation, repair, etc.
The joint office overseeing Project Terra would also be charged with enforcing the rules for a fair,
transparent, bidding process that applies to all national governments.209 National governments (with the
involvement of their national/leading utility companies) will solicit and award tenders (based on a number
of financial, political, etc. risk factors) to build different parts of their energy infrastructure.
By decentralizing the global construction, installation, operation, and management of energy generation,
storage, and transmission around the world—American, Chinese, Japanese, European, etc. companies will
then bid to build different projects globally directly with the relevant nation through the BOOT model of
project delivery (build, own, operate, and transfer).
No one country dominates any part of the energy infrastructure supply chain because across energy
generation, storage, and transmission, numerous companies exist from all around the world. Below is a
brief list of the leading/largest companies across each area and their national origin:
Energy Generation (hydro/wind/solar)
- Hydro - China Yangtze power Co. (China), Centrais Elétricas Brasileiras (Brazil), Hydro-Quebec
(Canada) , RusHydro (Russia), EDF (France)
- Wind - Vestas (Denmark), Siemens (Germany), Goldwind (China), GE (US), Siemens Gamesa
(Spain)
- Solar - Jinko Solar (China), JA Solar (China), Trina Solar (China), LONGi Solar (China)
Energy Storage (grid-scale batteries)
- Tesla (U.S.), CATL (China), LG Chem (Korea), Samsung (Korea), Panasonic (Japan), BYD
(China), ABB (Swiss), GE (U.S.), Toshiba (Japan), Reliance (India)
Energy Transmission210 (UHVDC)
- ABB (Swiss), General Electric (U.S.), Hitachi (Japan), Toshiba (Japan), Siemens AG (Germany),
Mitsubishi (Japan), XD Group (China)
It is then left to individual nations to organize national procurement processes to build individual projects.
For example, the government of South Africa might select Tesla from the U.S. to build/maintain
mega-batteries, ABB from Switzerland for its UHVDC cable linking it with the rest of Southern Africa,
and Siemens from Germany to build/maintain a large offshore wind farm. The obligation to pay is on the
country (i.e. South Africa).
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Countries choose their “vendors” based on the precise risk factors they deem to be most important and
what is suitable for their stage of development, physical geography, financial situation, etc. Naturally, this
competitive bidding process would reflect political realities inherent in any competitive bidding process.
For example, some countries might prefer to pay higher costs for a more “secure” vendor from a country
they have friendlier relations with, while other countries might prioritize cost above all else. Some
countries will want complete ownership of their systems and will already have the right technical
management to do this; others will not and need to train workers over the course of several years. Some
countries willing to be experimental and pay more may elect to try newer, unproven technologies with
potentially a large payoff whereas other countries will select (or avoid) certain vendors based on political
reasons. All such considerations are valid.
So long as a fair bidding competition is run (as validated by the joint office), countries are free to choose
the development partners of choice based on whatever factors they deem important. Inevitably, energy
“alliances” might form along existing geopolitical lines. In Europe, where “shared values” and “respect
for human rights” can afford to rank higher on the list of priorities than the developing world, the United
States might remain a partner of choice. In Africa or South Asia, where cost is of overriding importance
more so than any other factor—Beijing will remain an ideal partner. But overall, no one country could
ever dominate such a global energy grid across all aspects.
In addition, it is to be expected some countries may refuse to become a signatory state and decline to
participate at all. Oil-rich nations might have little short-term incentive to pay for expensive sustainable
energy infrastructure. But sooner or later, these countries will realize they will be left out of the benefits
that come with being part of an interconnected grid with power being able to be shared (more reliably and
cheaply if they were “left out”). At a later stage of maturation, being disconnected as a nation from a
global energy grid would be akin to not having an international airport or internet in the modern world.
There may be a tipping point for mass adoption and late-adopters may eventually be compelled to join.
By devolving consideration of financial and political risk factors to individual countries and using
markets to allocate projects, the cost of deployment should be much lower than having any one company
or country attempt to build a single system.
The joint office might also arbitrate disputes for contracts among vendors, audit the supply chain to
ensure there is no forced/child labour, set up a task force to eliminate graft throughout the system, conduct
quality assurance inspections, and ultimately manage politics as it arises.
Companies could complete projects based on the BOOT (build, own, operate, transfer) model of project
delivery. A form of public-private partnership, “the government may choose to fund some or all of the
capital investment in a project and look to the private sector to bring in expertise and efficiency.”211 In the
BOOT model in particular, most frequently used for energy generation projects, the “private entity owns
the project.”212 “During the concession period, the private company owns and operates the facility with
211
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the prime goal to recover the costs of investment and maintenance while trying to achieve a higher margin
on the project.”213
With the private company owning and operating the facility during the time it takes to recover the costs of
initial investment, there is an incentive for the company to complete the project to the highest standards.
In other models where the company leaves upon completion, hasty building and insufficient quality are
then passed on to the government. The company will use the time in which the costs of investment are
returned to train locals in advisory and management roles.
The obligation to pay rests with every national government, but a number of multilateral initiatives will
help to correct for the cumulative effects of climate change already caused by the developed West. For
instance, to encourage countries that do not have enough money or incentive to join, a fund could be set
up by the developed world to subsidize projects to be competitive with the unsustainable alternative
(oil/gas/coal, etc.). Because of the idea of equity, the onus would likely be on the developed world to
contribute to this fund as the developed world made the problem in the first place and otherwise it would
seem as if the developed world (primary providers of technology) are profiting off of other countries’
inability (financial and technological) to compete. To provide the right incentive structure, the loan
guarantee could be anchored to a country’s progress on cutting emissions on their own.
Domestic financial institutions will also join the effort and compete to be the creditor where necessary. If
a country is uncomfortable with the loan conditions offered by Bank of China or ICBC, they can turn to
JP Morgan Chase or Goldman Sachs instead. Different financial institutions would compete on cost,
efficiency, effectiveness, trust, and other factors that should be taken in consideration when a country
considers how it will pay for new energy infrastructure.
Just like across technology, no single company or country dominates the supply chain; in finance, it could
be made a rule that no one financial institution dominates any one project with more than 50% stake in a
project to allay fears about debt trap diplomacy and to encourage healthy competition. A Korean-built
mega-battery in Nigeria might be financed together by American, Chinese, Russian, and African banks.
Ultimately, the purpose of competitive financing is to design a system where capital is denied to
infeasible, unsustainable, or risky projects. Other rules could be put into place to ensure that this premise
is upheld. For example, it could be a rule where a single country cannot finance its own project; it must be
financed by another country. To avoid Project Terra from becoming a geopolitical contest, “long-term
financing of these industrial projects must be based upon the projected cash flows of the project rather
than the balance sheet (or home country) of its sponsors.”214
Finally, the joint office would also be responsible for maintaining overall network security (cybersecurity)
perhaps by hiring private cybersecurity firms to investigate breaches/blackouts/accidents, having teams of
auditors and quality assurance inspectors that are dispatched to ensure every project is built according to
the established standards on time and according to cost, oversees safety standards for construction, and
responds to complaints/inquiries from national governments about fraud/illegal activity/wrongdoing.
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The way the internet organically developed and assisted politically by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) provides a useful model for how a global energy network could
theoretically develop. Liu Zhenya in marketing GEI has also consistently used the analogy of the internet.
Figure 27 below shows corresponding components:

Energy Network

Internet

Megabatteries store energy in large batteries.

Large data centers store website data.

Every household has a unique identifier so that
electricity can be transported with specific place,
time, and megabatteries.

Every device (computer, tablet, smartphone, etc.)
has a unique ID connected to the internet, which
enables information to be transported to the
correct location.

Participants of the energy network, for example,
solar panel users can generate electricity for
themselves, transmit any excess energy to a mega
battery and even sell surplus electricity back to the
grid for the energy market and exchange.

Participants of the internet generate content that
can be used by others: videos, articles, websites,
etc. All this content is stored in data centers.

UHVDC transmission lines connect
megabatteries, energy harvesting locations and
“users” of the energy network (households).
UHVDC lines can transport electricity over long
distances with minimal loss.

Optical fiber cables and Wi-Fi connect data
centers to users of the internet. Optical fiber
cables can span ocean floors and connect
continents.

Standardized protocols will have to be developed
to determine how energy is sent from
megabatteries to households.

SMTP, TCP and other protocols determine exactly
how packets of information are transmitted from
the data center to devices.

There will be an international organization that
standardizes the naming system to reference
households and megabatteries.

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN) standardizes assignment of IP
addresses.

Figure 27. Analogy between the Internet and Energy Network
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In this model, any household can be a contributor to the energy “internet” through the usage of
microgrids. This sharing of resources is a key benefit of distributed systems. Also, this model means that
a problem with one mega-battery doesn’t really have a big effect. So what would the overall architecture
look like?
There are various mega-battery storage facilities worldwide, with each connected to a number of different
countries, so there is no clear breadcrumb trail to one country for a terrorist or hacker to exploit. In other
words, interconnectedness is a hedge for the security of the system.
UHVDC transmission lines connect mega-batteries to various central locations within each country, from
which more transmission lines are connected to individual households. Thus, there aren’t really
centralized grids and subgrids, it’s just one interconnected energy internet. This means there does not need
to be that much central oversight of the mega-battery infrastructure; this is because there are many of
them spread out across the world—created and managed by companies who are all individually
responsible for managing their own security. The companies build these centers to be of whatever quality
and standard as usual. These are, of course, factors for consideration for the nations who choose to
connect to them.
Thus, the ideal solution is a combination of both centralized and decentralized infrastructure. Every
country/region would need some ambitious national projects to build large hydro/wind/solar projects for
mass energy harvesting, but the grid is also supplemented with individual households and neighborhoods
(of several thousand) that participate as microgrids.
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Conclusion
The world is in desperate search of how to achieve a breakthrough on climate change. Many don’t realize
the solution already exists. By pairing together the right diplomatic framework and combination of
technologies, this capstone project proposes that Project Terra is one potential pathway that offers the
world a real, concrete strategy and blueprint for how to address climate change.
In summary, U.S.-China competition is not going away anytime soon. But Project Terra, rather than being
inhibited by such a reality, leverages the structural relationship between a ruling power and a rising power
to mobilize the entire world toward the common goal of mitigating climate change before its
consequences become truly disastrous. Thus, co-opetition, where the U.S. and China cooperate on
standards and the ultimate goal (Project Terra), but vigorously compete against one another (and other
countries) on implementation is both the most realistic and effective diplomatic framework available on
the issue of climate change.
Such a diplomatic paradigm shift on co-opetition would complement the two major technological
revolutions in the U.S. and China that have, in parallel, already provided the two crucial breakthroughs
needed in energy storage and energy transmission. Such revolutions now allow the world to either a) store
energy, and b) transport energy, solving the problem of intermittency, which has up until this point,
always been the most insurmountable problem in large-scale renewable energy. By combining the
decentralized technology of battery storage with the centralized technology of UHVDC power lines,
Project Terra integrates together political philosophy from both East and West.
A joint office set up by the United States and China is to drive forward the implementation of Project
Terra through which hundreds of companies could fairly compete for contracts to build energy generation,
storage, and transmission all around the world. By centralizing the overall architecture, but decentralizing
implementation, the core of Project Terra remains driven by the free market while ensuring such forces
are all building towards the same common goal.
Given the U.S. and China’s prior success in rallying the developed and developing worlds respectively
together on the issue of climate change for the first time in signing the Paris Agreement, the U.S. and
China should deploy their diplomatic muscle in doing the same, this time mobilizing the two halves of the
world toward a far more concrete plan of action.
The overall vision of Project Terra is to gradually, over time, link the world’s renewable energy power
plants to mega-batteries and UHDVC power lines to create a global energy network. This capstone
project is just the first step in articulating one vision for how to mitigate climate change. Project Terra,
grounded in U.S.-China-led global energy diplomacy is a tangible way forward to ensure a sustainable
climate and future for all.
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